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### Acronyms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIS</td>
<td>automatic identification system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>African Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU-IBAR</td>
<td>African Union Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCIF</td>
<td>Command Center for Combating Illegal Fishing (Thailand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-FISH</td>
<td>Directorate of Fisheries (Vietnam)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAFF</td>
<td>Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (South Africa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCEA</td>
<td>Drug Control and Enforcement Agency (Tanzania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCoC</td>
<td>Djibouti Code of Conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCoC+</td>
<td>Djibouti Code of Conduct and the Jeddah Amendment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSFA</td>
<td>Deep Sea Fishing Authority (Tanzania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEZ</td>
<td>exclusive economic zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>UN Food and Agriculture Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMC</td>
<td>Fisheries Monitoring Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
<td>gross tonnage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOC</td>
<td>Indian Ocean Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOCTC</td>
<td>Indian Ocean Tuna Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUU</td>
<td>illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KKP</td>
<td>Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (Indonesia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARD</td>
<td>Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (Vietnam)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA</td>
<td>maritime domain awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Thailand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS</td>
<td>monitoring, control and surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nm</td>
<td>nautical miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMATT</td>
<td>National Multi-Agency Task Team (Tanzania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPO</td>
<td>Port-In Port-Out Inspections (Thailand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSMA</td>
<td>Port State Measures Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFMO</td>
<td>Regional Fisheries Management Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPOA-IUU</td>
<td>Regional Plan of Action on IUU Fishing (Association of Southeast Asian Nations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFICO</td>
<td>Tanzania Fishing Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAI-MECC</td>
<td>Thailand Maritime Enforcement Coordinating Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADC</td>
<td>Southern African Development Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA</td>
<td>Southeast Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIOFC</td>
<td>South West Indian Ocean Fisheries Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAVs</td>
<td>unmanned aerial vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNODC</td>
<td>UN Office on Drugs and Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNTOC</td>
<td>UN Convention against Transnational Organised Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIO</td>
<td>Western Indian Ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VMS</strong></td>
<td>vessel monitoring system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZAFICO</strong></td>
<td>Zanzibar Fishing Corporation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary

Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing poses not only a systemic threat to the environment, but also a sustained threat to national and regional security. Valued at an estimated $10–23.5 billion per year, much IUU fishing takes place on a systematic and industrial scale for profit, with these large-scale operations increasingly recognised as a form of transnational organised crime.

In recognition of the scale and sophistication of this threat, a growing number of policy recommendations have been made to help shape national and international responses. Yet progress in developing effective and practical measures has in many cases been limited. The result has been a collective failure, at a systemic level, to provide an adequate global response.

This lack of progress has rarely been the subject of detailed cross-regional analysis. Indeed, while many affected jurisdictions have enacted key measures to address IUU fishing, little work has been done to assess the extent to which these measures have effectively mitigated the role that transnational organised crime plays in the IUU fishing industry.

This report seeks to contribute to a more nuanced understanding of this area, considering obstacles to, and opportunities for, more effective action. It does so by examining experiences in five countries: Indonesia; Thailand; Vietnam; Tanzania; and South Africa. In each case, the report examines the approaches taken by those states and the successes and failures of their policies – aiming, in the process, to contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the obstacles to – and opportunities for – more effective action.

On the basis of a comprehensive literature review, 106 semi-structured interviews and four focus groups across the case study countries, this report outlines the key features of the multidimensional threat posed by organised, large-scale IUU fishing across the focus countries. It points, in particular, to high levels of convergence between this and other crimes, adding further complexity to the nature of the challenge posed by IUU fishing.

In responding to this threat, the report considers the range of challenges encountered in bolstering legislative, regulatory and institutional frameworks, strengthening detection and
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interdiction capabilities, and enhancing investigation and prosecution. These range from an insufficient prioritisation of the upskilling of the human resources needed to operate new technologies sustainably, to uneven application of new legislation and regulations, to challenges ensuring that officers possess the breadth of skills required to identify the broader crimes with which IUU fishing intersects, among many others. In considering experiences in these areas, the report also identifies a number of opportunities to address these challenges, highlighting successes and best practice where these have emerged.

To ensure progress in tackling the multidimensional threat posed, it is crucial that this real-world experience is regularly accounted for, with lessons learned translated into updated policy and practice. Based on the analysis, the following recommendations are offered to support this process. These do not seek to reiterate global recommendations made elsewhere, which affected countries worldwide have already sought to apply. Rather, they offer specific guidance on tailoring existing approaches, based on the lessons derived from the study of these five countries.

**Recommendation 1: Strengthening legislation and sanctions.** Where efforts are made to strengthen legislation, proactive measures should be taken to ensure that this can be easily implemented in practice. Prior to passing legislation, attention should be paid to ensure that new laws do not contradict or stand apart from other legal frameworks, are not passed without repealing earlier legislation, and are accompanied by appropriate implementation guidance in all relevant local languages. This can be achieved by instituting systematic, whole-of-government consultation mechanisms, involving civil society and the private sector as appropriate.

**Recommendation 2: Reforming licensing and other regulatory regimes.** Where efforts are made to reform licensing and other regulatory regimes, these should be considered holistically, with systematic, standardised and active consultative processes instituted in all cases to limit unintended consequences, anticipate drivers of non-compliance and provide realistic timeframes for compliance. Where relevant, accountability gaps within decentralised or devolved political systems should be prioritised in terms of further reforms.

**Recommendation 3: Designing multi-agency structures.** When designing multi-agency structures to respond to large-scale IUU fishing, those responsible should ensure, at design phase, that these are situated in the appropriate part of government to ensure authority over all constituent parts, do not duplicate existing initiatives, and are granted means to reliably access the assets and resources they need.

**Recommendation 4: Bolstering cross-border cooperation.** When seeking to bolster cross-border cooperation, immediate priority should be placed on encouraging ratification of all international instruments related to large-scale IUU fishing and associated criminal activity. At a regional level, where obstacles to coordination persist, alternative approaches – including support for bilateral or sub-regional groupings – should be pursued as stepping stones to future regional action.
Recommendation 5: Strengthening surveillance systems. When instituting new and strengthening existing surveillance systems, sustainability must be a central consideration, requiring realistic long-term planning around ongoing running costs, maintenance and the development of human capacity to sustainably use and tangibly benefit from technological solutions.

Recommendation 6: Bolstering sea and air patrols. In seeking to bolster the effectiveness of sea and air patrols, realistic appraisals must be made around sustainability and cost, and innovative approaches adopted to ensure effective intelligence-led targeting. A potentially replicable model is offered by Thailand’s data-driven, risk-based approach to targeting. Cross-border initiatives to ensure that targeting is informed by cross-border data analysis and sharing are also essential.

Recommendation 7: Enhancing the effectiveness of port inspections. When looking to enhance port inspections, interventions should ensure that those mandated to conduct inspections of fishing vessels are trained to go ‘beyond fish’, with the ability to spot labour and other associated criminal violations. Dedicated training institutions should be supported to diversify skills in this regard, with the FishFORCE academy offering a useful model. In parallel, paper-based inspection systems must be replaced by electronic systems as a matter of urgency, with a potential model offered by the ‘single-window’ system used in Thailand.

Recommendation 8: Strengthening investigation and prosecution. Where working to strengthen investigation and prosecution, enhanced training in evidence-collection techniques for investigators should be prioritised through dedicated domestic institutions. Prosecutorial capacity should also be built, with a focus on closer and earlier consultation with investigators. Options to achieve this include: the development of IUU fishing-specific Rapid Reference Guides; the provision of financial investigation training; and, where appropriate, the establishment of specialised courts, whereby investigators are able to consult prosecutors with expertise on IUU fishing for specialist advice.
Introduction

The Earth’s seas and oceans are under unprecedented ecological pressure. Hosting 80% of life on the planet, they provide a significant source of protein for 3.2 billion people and support the livelihoods of a further 660–880 million people worldwide. Yet fish stocks have collapsed in recent years, with a third of the world’s stocks fished beyond biologically sustainable limits. This collapse comes in the face of climate change, rising demand for fish products, and the use of increasingly unsustainable fishing methods, including large-scale illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing.

Such IUU activity is estimated to account for more than 15% of the world’s total capture fisheries production, worth an estimated $10–23.5 billion per year. It poses not only a systemic threat to the environment, but also a sustained threat to national and regional security. Notably, large-scale IUU fishing is increasingly recognised as a form of transnational organised crime. These operations are run on a cross-border, systematic and industrial scale by dedicated, often sizeable networks of criminal actors. Their activities frequently pose further threats, with associated corruption, fraud and modern slavery amplifying the damage caused.

These organised criminal dynamics have increasingly attracted global attention. As far back as 2009, UN General Assembly resolutions have recognised the links between illegal fishing and transnational organised crime. In 2013, Interpol began using the term ‘fisheries crime’ to refer

5. UN General Assembly, ‘Resolution Adopted by the General Assembly on 4 December 2009: Sustainable Fisheries, Including Through the 1995 Agreement for the Implementation of the
to all crimes in the fishing sector, including tax evasion, corruption and human trafficking. This concept and approach to illegalities spurred the establishment of an annual international symposium ‘to facilitate an understanding of fisheries crime as transnational organized crime.’ Since this time, a growing number of recommendations have been made to guide efforts to address the threat at national, regional and international levels. Indeed, the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), RUSI and the Stimson Center, a Washington-based think tank, among others, have stressed the need to complement a traditional fisheries management approach with a criminal law-enforcement approach, and outlined specific measures to achieve this. However, across many affected areas, progress in implementing recommendations has been limited. Instead, perpetrators continue to operate largely unhindered in what remains a low-risk, high-reward environment.

This lack of progress has rarely been the subject of detailed cross-regional analysis. Indeed, while many affected jurisdictions have enacted measures to address IUU fishing, little work has been done to assess the extent to which these have engaged with the links with transnational organised crime, or to examine the reasons for their collective failure to provide a more effective global response. This report targets this gap, assessing experience to date across five countries in two regions known to have been affected by IUU fishing: Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam in Southeast Asia (SEA); and Tanzania and South Africa in the Western Indian Ocean (WIO). In analysing the approaches taken in each country, the report seeks to contribute to a more nuanced understanding of the obstacles to, and opportunities for, more effective action.

---

9. In this report, Southeast Asia broadly refers to areas in and around the South China, Sulu, Celebes, Molukka, Banda, Flores, and Java seas. The Western Indian Ocean in this report covers Comoros, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, Seychelles, Somalia, South Africa, and Tanzania, as well as French overseas départements such as Réunion.
The report has a number of core objectives:

- To explore the dynamics of large-scale IUU fishing across the focus countries, and the overlaps with organised crime.
- To consider the different approaches taken to address large-scale IUU fishing and associated crimes across the selected countries.
- To explore obstacles encountered in the course of these efforts, and the extent to which they have hindered an effective overall response.
- To identify opportunities and successful initiatives and best practice where these have emerged, developing recommendations on this basis.

In all selected locations, perpetrators inevitably include small-scale fishers acting opportunistically or through ignorance of regulations. However, there is also evidence of significant large-scale IUU activity taking place hand-in-hand with crimes such as corruption and human trafficking. This report focuses on the latter: ‘large-scale IUU fishing’ is used to refer to illegal, unreported and unregulated marine capture fishing activity by commercial vessels large enough to operate in exclusive economic zones (EEZs – the area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea, up to 200 nautical miles (nm) from the shore’s baseline) and the high seas.

The five focus countries were chosen from across two regions known to have been affected by IUU fishing: Southeast Asia and the Western Indian Ocean. The countries were chosen due to their importance in regional supply chains and the scale and nature of the IUU threat they face, as well as the diversity in the responses they have taken to this threat. In SEA, Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam were selected as they are the region’s three largest fish exporters; Indonesia and Vietnam are also the region’s largest capture fisheries producers, catching 6.7 million and 3.3 million tonnes respectively in 2017. For all three countries the vast majority of the catch comes from marine fisheries. Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia have all been affected by IUU fishing. The 2019 IUU Fishing Index, produced by the Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime and Poseidon Aquatic Resource Management, based on a suite of 40 indicators relevant to IUU fishing, ranks all three in the top 10 countries worldwide by prevalence of IUU fishing (Vietnam third, Thailand fourth and Indonesia ninth). Moreover, at the time of selection (early 2018), both Thailand and Vietnam had an EU ‘yellow card’ for failing to tackle IUU fishing,


which is issued to countries deemed to not be taking effective action, as a warning prior to the issue of a ‘red card’, under which their fisheries products can no longer be imported into the EU.14 Thailand’s yellow card was lifted in January 2019. The countries also offer interesting case studies in terms of the diversity of the responses they have taken to IUU fishing and associated crimes. As will be seen in Chapters III and IV, while Indonesia has focused on targeting foreign-flagged IUU vessels operating in its waters, Thailand’s approach has centred on controlling its own fleet. Vietnam, in contrast, is only at the early stages of its response to tackling IUU fishing.

In the WIO, South Africa and Tanzania have the largest capture fisheries production in the region, catching 525,000 tonnes and 387,000 tonnes in 2017, respectively.15 Only 15% of Tanzania’s catch comes from its marine fisheries, in comparison to almost all (99.8%) of South Africa’s.16 The two countries are also significantly affected by IUU fishing. Across the WIO region, the IUU Fishing Index ranks them below only the Comoros and Somalia in terms of vulnerability to IUU fishing and ability to combat it.17 The latter were discounted as focus countries because their capture fisheries sectors are comparatively small and, in Somalia, because of limitations on the feasibility of conducting high-quality field research.18 Both Tanzania and South Africa also offer interesting contrasts when it comes to responses to IUU fishing and associated crimes, with South Africa able to call on far more resources in terms of monitoring, control and surveillance regimes; Tanzania, with limited resources, has had to adopt more innovative approaches to tackling IUU fishing, for example through public–private partnerships and with the creation of the National Multi-Agency Task Team (NMATT).

‘IUU fishing’ refers to a wide range of fishing activity, understood by the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) as comprising three distinct areas. ‘Illegal fishing’, first, covers fishing activity ‘by national or foreign vessels in waters under the jurisdiction of a State, without the permission of that State, or in contravention of its laws and regulations’.19 It also covers activity by vessels flagged to state parties in areas covered by a relevant regional fisheries management organisation (RFMO) – formed by countries with fishing interests in an area – in contravention of that RFMO’s conservation or management measures, or of applicable international law.

Second, ‘unreported fishing’ covers activities that ‘have not been reported, or have been misreported, to the relevant national authority, in contravention of national laws and
It also comprises activity that has not been reported or has been misreported in the area covered by an RFMO, in contravention of that organisation’s rules.

Third, ‘unregulated fishing’ covers activities in areas covered by RFMOs that contravene their conservation or management measures and which are carried out by ‘vessels without nationality, or by those flying the flag of a State not party to that organization, or by a fishing entity’. It also refers to fishing activity in areas or for stocks not covered by existing conservation or management measures which is ‘conducted in a manner inconsistent with state responsibilities for the conservation of living marine resources under international law’.

### Methodology

Research for this report was carried out in four phases. The first comprised a review of existing academic literature, policy documents, law enforcement documents, and NGO and private sector reports on IUU fishing and associated crimes. On this basis, the five focus countries – Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, Tanzania and South Africa – were chosen, in line with their importance in regional supply chains, the extent of the IUU threat they face and the diversity in the responses adopted to tackle this threat.

In the second phase, fieldwork was conducted in all focus countries – in Thailand (Bangkok), Vietnam (Hanoi) and Indonesia (Jakarta) in July 2018, and in Tanzania (Dar es Salaam) and South Africa (Pretoria and Cape Town) in April 2019. In total, 106 semi-structured interviews were held with serving public sector officials, law enforcement officers, private sector representatives, representatives of NGOs and international organisations.

Interviewees were selected based on their knowledge of the topic, with a snowball sampling method used to identify additional respondents. Stakeholder representation was also kept as consistent as possible, with comparative institutions (for example, fisheries ministries) interviewed in all cases. Following interviews, focus groups were held in Hanoi, Jakarta, Dar es Salaam and Cape Town to allow the researchers to test initial findings, and to generate informed discussion on policy recommendations. The focus groups comprised as many of those who had already been interviewed as possible, in addition to other relevant stakeholders who were not able to participate in interviews.

20. Ibid.
21. Ibid.
23. Interviewees are coded and referenced in this report according to the type of organisation to which they belong: A (academia); N (non-governmental organisation); G (foreign government); O (international organisation); SAG (South Africa government); TZG (Tanzania government); TG (Thailand government); VG (Vietnam government); IG (Indonesia government); C (independent consultant); P (private sector).
In the third stage, a validation workshop with experts on IUU fishing was held in London in July 2019 to review a first draft of the report. The methodology was also reviewed twice by the research review and support team at The Pew Charitable Trusts, a US-based NGO.

This research design has several limitations. The first relates to the nine-month time lag between the fieldwork carried out in SEA and that in WIO. To address this, findings from SEA were supplemented with an additional review of documents published in the time elapsed and, where required, authors re-engaged with participants to confirm the continued accuracy of interview data. This process was crucial as in some cases the situation had progressed significantly. For example, although Thailand was under an EU yellow card during fieldwork, this was lifted in January 2019, prior to publishing this report.

Second, although all interviewees had extensive experience, a degree of subjectivity is inevitable. This report proceeds on the basis that an interviewee's understanding of a given issue may be shaped by the specific cases they have been involved in: owing to the hidden nature of much IUU fishing, not all activities will necessarily have come to their attention. Therefore, while some respondents may perceive certain phenomena to be more significant than others in certain contexts, this may reflect limited coverage of an issue. Wherever possible, these references are corroborated by a published source.

Finally, the research is not designed to provide a detailed comparative analysis across the focus countries, but it nonetheless grapples with the challenges of synthesising lessons across case studies. A range of measures were taken to address this challenge, including the three-phase review process.

**Structure**

The remainder of this report is divided into four chapters. Chapter I provides brief summaries of the focus countries and their fisheries production. Chapter II presents an overview of the relationship between IUU fishing and organised crime in the focus countries, including the extent of crime convergence. Chapter III analyses the governance frameworks set up to address this relationship in the five focus countries, identifying obstacles and opportunities for enhancing them. Chapter IV examines monitoring and enforcement regimes, covering obstacles to and opportunities for more effective action. The conclusion draws together the findings.
I. Country Profiles

Southeast Asia

Indonesia

Indonesia, with 268 million people, has the second-largest capture fisheries production in the world, with production of 6.7 million tonnes, almost twice that of Vietnam and five times that of Thailand. Indonesia's EEZ is 2.7 million km², larger than the Mediterranean Sea, and it has a coastline of 55,000 km across its 17,500 islands. According to the FAO, in 2015 there were approximately 2,700 industrial fishing vessels – those larger than 30 GT (gross tonnage) – in operation in Indonesia's waters, nine of which were over 200 GT. The majority (65%) of the vessels over 30 GT are licensed to individuals. Indonesia’s waters are divided into 11 Fisheries Management Areas (FMAs). In 2015, by far the most intensely fished FMA was the Java Sea, which saw 1.4 million tons of capture fisheries production. Marine capture production is dominated by tuna and tuna-like species.

Thailand

Thailand, with 69 million people, is the 15th-largest capture fisheries producer, with 1.5 million tonnes, and the fourth-largest exporter of fisheries products globally, with exports worth $5.96 billion in 2017. It has a coastline of 2,600 km and its EEZ is over 316,000 km², covering both the Gulf of Thailand and the Andaman Sea. Marine capture fisheries accounts for approximately 36% of the total value of Thailand’s fishery production. According to the Thai government, in

26. Ibid.
27. Ibid.
30. FAO, *The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2018*, p. 44.
February 2018 the Thai commercial fishing fleet consisted of 11,000 vessels larger than 10 GT, of which 6,100 were larger than 30 GT. Later that year, the government revised its estimate of the size of its commercial fleet to 10,743. Thailand has historically had a large distant-water fleet, with 40% of the total marine catch coming from outside Thailand’s waters in 2007; in 2015, there were reportedly 2,000 vessels in its distant-water fleet. In the same year, the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC) reported that 82% of Thailand’s 172,000 fishers were migrants from other countries.

Vietnam

Vietnam, with a population of 96 million people, is the seventh-largest capture fisheries producer in the world and the second-largest in the SEA region, after Indonesia. Its EEZ is over 754,000 km² and its coastline 3,260 km. Vietnam’s offshore fleet – defined as any vessel with an engine of 90 CV or more – comprises approximately 25,500 vessels. These vessels – some of which operate beyond the EEZ – are cheap to build and are known as ‘blue boats’ because of the colour of their hulls. Despite a 2014 decree (No. 67) from the government making it easier to build steel-hulled vessels, the majority of Vietnamese fishing vessels are wooden.

34. MFA, ‘Deputy Prime Minister led the Diplomatic Corps to Observe the Demolition of Unregistered Fishing Vessels and a Demonstration of Thailand’s Traceability System’, press release, 14 September 2018.
Western Indian Ocean

Tanzania

Tanzania, with 56 million people and a coastline stretching 1,424 km, has the 43rd-largest capture fisheries production in the world and the second-largest in the WIO region after South Africa. Approximately 15% of this catch comes from the country’s marine fisheries.41 Tanzania’s EEZ covers 223,000 km² and is predominantly fished for large pelagic species such as tuna, shark and swordfish.42 As these species are migratory, the vessels fishing them – mostly foreign-flagged – will only spend part of the year in the EEZ.43 In 2018 there were 24 foreign commercial fishing vessels licensed to fish in Tanzania’s EEZ.44 Tanzania itself does not have a commercial fishing fleet, with only one Tanzanian-flagged vessel currently authorised to fish in the IOTC’s area.45

South Africa

South Africa, with a population of 58 million, has the 33rd-largest capture fisheries production in the world and the largest in the region, catching 524,000 tonnes in 2017, almost all from its marine fisheries.46 Its EEZ is over 1 million km² and it has a coastline of 3,600 km stretching from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic.47 Offshore fishing is dominated by the hake fishery, which contributes approximately 40% of the total value of all South African catch.48 Foreign fishing vessels do not have the right to fish in South Africa’s EEZ,49 although there are some joint ventures in operation, particularly with Japanese vessels fishing for tuna.50 However, distant-water fleets from East Asia that are bound for the Atlantic do use South Africa’s ports, particularly Cape Town, to re-supply.

42. Pelagic fish live neither near the bottom nor near the shore of lakes, coasts and open oceans.
48. Ibid.
50. Authors’ interview with P11, private sector representative, Cape Town, April 2019.
II. IUU Fishing and Organised Crime

IUU Fishing: Scale, Drivers and Types

Any assessment of responses to large-scale IUU fishing depends on a clear understanding of the threat landscape. Spread across two regional hotspots, the extent of IUU fishing in all focus countries is reportedly vast. In Thailand, IUU fishing is estimated to cost up to $230 million per year.\(^51\) In Indonesia, Prime Minister Joko Widodo has estimated the cost at over $20 billion per year.\(^52\) Although this figure is debatable (IUU fishing globally is valued at $10-23.5 billion)\(^53\), even more conservative estimates, which put Indonesia’s losses at $3 billion or $4 billion,\(^54\) point to IUU fishing on a grand scale. No published estimate is available of the cost of IUU fishing to Vietnam. Meanwhile, in South Africa and Tanzania, losses have been estimated at $97 million per year and $40 million per year, respectively, based on data from the Sea Around Us project.\(^55\)

While a chunk of these losses may come from small-scale IUU fishing, a large proportion is a result of IUU fishing by large-scale commercial vessels.\(^56\) In many cases, there is evidence that many of those involved are capable of running highly organised and networked criminal operations, to grave ecological, social and economic effect. The main driver of such organised activity across the focus countries is the pursuit of profit, at all human, social and ecological costs. This is exacerbated by overfishing: declining fish stocks means that fishers need to put in more effort to maintain their catches. This leads to smaller profit margins and therefore a greater incentive to cut costs or gain an advantage through other means, such as by using illegal gear or under-reporting catches.

The same logic means that IUU fishing is also driven by overcapacity in the commercial fishing fleet. This is a problem in Southeast Asia, where subsidies have encouraged increased fishing activity, regardless of whether the total allowable catch can support this. Asia as a whole remains

---

the greatest subsidising region, contributing 43% of worldwide subsidies, worth $35 billion in 2016.\textsuperscript{57} This has allowed fleets to cover the fuel and operating costs needed to fish further afield – sometimes exporting IUU practices from one ocean to another.\textsuperscript{58} An estimated 1,000 Vietnamese blue boats – which cost as little as $25,000 to build – are suspected of engaging in IUU fishing in the Pacific Ocean and China Sea.\textsuperscript{59} The race to fish and incentives to cut costs also drive crimes such as modern slavery, where labour violations allow criminal business models to profit further.\textsuperscript{60}

The modus operandi of those engaged in large-scale IUU fishing are similar across the focus countries. Common tactics include: the use of forged or fraudulently obtained licences; use of illegal fishing gear; use of flags of convenience; flag-hopping, where vessels repeatedly register with new flag states to avoid detection; and serial vessel name changes. To avoid detection, a common tactic is to enter an EEZ and turn off the vessel monitoring system (VMS) and automatic identification system (AIS), thereby ‘going dark’. Another is to use transhipment – when one vessel links to another to offload a portion of its catch – to disguise the origin of fish that may have been caught illegally or not reported.\textsuperscript{61} In parallel, products may be mislabelled to evade interception or appropriate tax – resulting in ‘food fraud’, where consumers are sold mislabelled products.

**IUU Fishing as Transnational Organised Crime**

That illegal operations on a large scale meet many of the criteria of transnational organised crime is increasingly recognised across the focus countries. Most prominently, in 2017, Susi Pudjiastuti, Indonesia’s Minister of Marine Affairs and Fisheries, called on the UN to declare IUU fishing a transnational organised crime, pointing to overlaps with crimes such as modern slavery.\textsuperscript{62} Cross-regional consensus has also emerged: signatories to the Copenhagen Declaration, including Indonesia, have called on ‘the world community to recognize the existence of transnational organized crime in the global fishing industry’.\textsuperscript{63} In 2016, meanwhile, most African Union (AU)
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members signed the Lomé Charter on Maritime Security, Safety and Development, committing them, among other things, to suppress transnational crime and IUU fishing. Large-scale, organised IUU fishing has also grown as a priority under the 2017 Jeddah Amendment to the Djibouti Code of Conduct (DCoC+), which widened the scope of the Code from repressing piracy to confronting IUU fishing as a major threat.

This recognition comes despite the fact that IUU fishing does not currently qualify under the UN Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC). The Convention defines an ‘organized criminal group’ as ‘a structured group of three or more persons, existing for a period of time and acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offences ... in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit’. Multiple reports have illustrated the ways in which large-scale IUU operators meet key aspects of this definition, whilst engaged in activities that are clearly transnational in scale. Nonetheless, IUU fishing is currently excluded from UNTOC, owing to the Convention's requirement that a 'serious crime' afford a minimum custodial sentence of four years – a condition not met by IUU fishing in many jurisdictions.

This exclusion at a global level fails to reflect abundant evidence of the organised criminal nature of large-scale IUU fishing in practice. As a 2015 Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime and The Black Fish report note, many IUU cases involve ‘cooperation between hundreds of people, across multiple jurisdictions, and massive long-term investment in ... infrastructure’. This links, in part, to the globalised nature of supply chains: today, many fish products are traded across continents, rather than consumed where caught. As such, many of the demand and supply factors driving IUU fishing are themselves global in nature.

In response, in many cases, the criminal operators involved run sophisticated operations stretching huge distances, as demonstrated by the cases of the Viking and the STS-50.

---

The Viking was a 1,300-GT fishing vessel mainly operating in the Antarctic Ocean. It was wanted for poaching toothfish and was finally intercepted in the Indonesian EEZ in February 2016.\textsuperscript{70} Owned by companies in Spain and Panama, the Viking was operated by an agent domiciled in various SEA countries, exporting through an investment company in South Africa. For years, this vessel evaded detection by regularly changing names; providing false documents to inspectors; and flying the flag of at least eight different states, including that of Nigeria when it was caught.\textsuperscript{71}

The STS-50 was another toothfish-poacher fishing vessel that was intercepted by the Indonesian navy after evading custody first in China, then in Mozambique.\textsuperscript{72} The vessel owner was a Russian with known organised crime links, working with a South Korean partner to recruit an Indonesian, Russian and Ukrainian crew.\textsuperscript{73} Based on reconstructed AIS data, it is estimated that during its 10 years in operation, the STS-50 may have extracted up to $50 million in fish products from the Antarctic Ocean.\textsuperscript{74}

Organised, long-distance operations account for a substantial proportion of large-scale IUU fishing in the WIO. This is because few WIO countries have significant domestic industrial fishing industries; instead, domestic fleets tend to be artisanal, small scale and fish close to the shore, not in EEZs.\textsuperscript{75} (Exceptions include the semi-industrial fleets of the Seychelles and South Africa, and to a lesser extent Mozambique; with each of these countries also flagging foreign vessels under joint agreements, as in the case of Chinese vessels operating in Mozambique’s EEZ, or Japanese vessels in those of South Africa). As a result, large-scale IUU fishing in countries such as Tanzania tends to be dominated by foreign actors from outside the region. Meanwhile, government revenues from large-scale capture fisheries tend to derive from licensing, rather than homegrown fishing.

In 2017, for example, as many as 460 foreign longliners, purse seiners and service vessels were licensed to fish by the countries of FISH-i Africa, a partnership between Comoros, Kenya,
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Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, Seychelles, Somalia and Tanzania.\textsuperscript{76} Where monitoring, control and surveillance (MCS) activity is poorly resourced, this leaves EEZs vulnerable to IUU activity by distant-water fleets. Indeed, 15 investigations by FISH-i Africa between 2012 and 2017 involved vessels from 23 flag states, 13 ports, and owners and operators from at least 12 countries.\textsuperscript{77} In some cases, these vessels remain closely networked. For example, the 19 foreign vessels cumulatively fined €6.8 million for leaving Tanzania’s EEZ without inspection during 2018’s Operation \textit{Jodari} – a public–private enforcement operation with the NGO Sea Shepherd – all had the same agent.\textsuperscript{78} These networks are often hidden behind corrupt practices and complex company structures that obscure the beneficial owners – those who actually gain from the IUU fishing activities.

The picture is somewhat more diverse in the focus countries in SEA, where large-scale IUU fishing is often conducted by a mix of homegrown fleets, as well as neighbouring and distant-water fleets from outside the region. This situation has come about, over recent decades, as SEA fisheries have transformed from small-scale capture fisheries catering to a domestic market into a combination of smaller- and larger-scale export-oriented fisheries.\textsuperscript{79}

Organised IUU activity by neighbouring states is particularly important in SEA. In Indonesia, for example, from the start of 2013 to July 2017, the KKP (Indonesian Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries) reported arresting 476 fishing vessels, of which 70\% were foreign.\textsuperscript{80} Neighbouring Vietnam is often singled out: from November 2014 to August 2018, authorities sunk 276 Vietnamese vessels in Indonesian waters,\textsuperscript{81} while a 2017 government report noted that 14,000 Vietnamese nationals had been intercepted fishing in foreign waters between 2011 and 2016.\textsuperscript{82} In the first five months of 2019, there were reportedly 41 cases of IUU fishing by Vietnamese vessels in foreign waters.\textsuperscript{83} For their part, officials in Vietnam have begun to recognise that
their fishers are part of the problem,84 but have also denounced neighbours for IUU fishing in Vietnam’s waters.85 Clashes with Chinese fishing vessels in Vietnam’s EEZ might suggest that the country is both a victim and a regional exporter of IUU fishing, with the issue exacerbated by ongoing maritime territorial disputes.86

**IUU Fishing and Organised Crime in Territorial Seas**

Across all focus countries, attention continues to centre on organised criminal IUU fishing in EEZs as the greatest threat. This is unsurprising: EEZs contain 90% of the world’s fish stocks and are a key focus for large-scale IUU operators.87 Yet, in parallel, all focus countries suffer IUU fishing and related organised criminal activity in their territorial seas. Here, perpetrators can be small-scale fishers, driven more by need than by greed, but they can also be industrial vessels and other criminal operators fishing illegally in these seas.

Although not the main focus of this report, a number of examples of organised criminal activity in focus country territorial waters are worth mentioning briefly. A notable case involves the role of organised crime groups in illegally harvesting abalone and rock lobster in South Africa for Asian markets. Pointing to the scale of this trade, the environmental monitoring network TRAFFIC estimates that, between 2000 and 2016, around $891 million of abalone was illegally harvested in South Africa, equal to 2,174 tonnes per year.88 Speaking to the organised criminal dimensions of this trade, an estimated 43% of poached abalone is known to travel through criminal networks across sub-Saharan Africa, before being flown to Hong Kong.89

A further example of organised illegal activity in the near shore concerns dynamite or ‘blast’ fishing in Tanzania and Indonesia. Over the years, this activity has permanently damaged more than 65% of Indonesia’s reefs and devastated parts of Tanzania’s coastline.90 In 2016, there were an estimated 60,000–80,000 blasts along Tanzania’s mainland coast.91 In the same year,
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the Tanzanian government cited this as the most acute IUU fishing issue facing the country, with law enforcement describing the organised criminal characteristics of the groups involved. As recently as 2015, the government confiscated a reported 35 detonators, 17 explosives and 252 kg of urea – all used to make homemade ‘bombs’. Across the focus countries, these cases point to the need to address the links between IUU fishing and organised crime not only in EEZs, but also nearer to shore.

**IUU Fishing and Convergence Crime**

As awareness of these organised criminal dynamics has expanded, the international community has also grown increasingly aware of overlaps with various forms of associated criminal activity. Stop Illegal Fishing has described IUU vessels as ‘floating centres of lawlessness’, while UNODC has described them as hubs for a ‘perfect storm of illegal activities in the fishing sector’. This section considers evidence of such ‘crime convergence’ in the focus countries, covering economic crimes such as corruption, fraud and money laundering, and other associated crimes.

**Corruption, Fraud and Money Laundering**

The global evidence base on corruption and fraud associated with IUU fishing has increased gradually in recent years. On a macro scale, research has highlighted vulnerabilities throughout the value chain, from the negotiation of access agreements to the bribery of fisheries and customs agents to evade enforcement action. UNODC attributes corruption vulnerabilities to three factors: the global nature of supply chains; growing competition for fishing resources; and an endemic lack of transparency in the fishing industry. To date, however, few studies have examined the nature of corruption affecting the focus countries, with the exception of research related to inland waters, such as Lake Victoria, and various reports that mention links between corrupt officials and IUU fishing in Thailand. The
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published evidence that does exist reinforces the global-level finding that these phenomena occur at every stage of the value chain. This was supported by interviewees consulted as part of the research for this report.

In Thailand, experts described corruption as ‘probably the biggest problem’ in efforts to combat IUU fishing, while interviewees in Vietnam talked of corruption as ‘just a way of life’ in the sector. In Indonesia, respondents pointed to corruption linked to IUU fishing ‘at every level, in every transaction’. These views were reiterated in the other focus countries, while data gathered by Stop Illegal Fishing suggests that document forgery and fraud, registration deception, and corrupt business practices were present in 80% of all cases investigated.

In some cases, corrupt officials are directly involved in IUU activity. In South Africa, for example, nine Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) officials were arrested in February 2018 for direct involvement in abalone poaching. Evidence leading to their arrests included 122 pages of transcribed telephone conversations allegedly detailing their intent to steal abalone from poachers and acquire firearms to protect their criminal enterprise. Corruption among law enforcement in the Western Cape, where most abalone and rock lobster are harvested, was one of the motivations for involving officers from out of area in two-month rotations during Operation Neptune II.

More often, corruption acts as a heavily institutionalised enabler, a well-known ‘part-and-parcel’ element of doing business across the supply chain. Indeed, where corruption
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becomes entrenched, interviewees reported significant difficulty in tackling the core drivers of IUU and in the enforcement of regulations, given the structural incentives for public officials to seek bribes. Sometimes vested interests were reported at a political level, where officials have private fishing interests or depend on electoral support from coastal constituents.\textsuperscript{106} Such incentives for corruption also apply to negotiations over fisheries access agreements, where an ongoing lack of transparency continues to elicit suspicions of corruption.\textsuperscript{107}

In all focus countries, the role of the agent (or ‘broker’) was identified as an essential node in corrupt networks. Among other services, the agent pays for the fish when it lands before selling it on, taking a small margin. By their nature, agents are paid to navigate the political economy of a given country, landing catches and securing licences at the lowest cost. As a result, they are well equipped to make ‘smart’ bribes – dispensing minimum resources to maximum effect.\textsuperscript{108} The embeddedness of these agents in a country’s political economy has been identified as a key obstacle to rooting out corruption in the system – including facilitating the trafficking of unwitting victims onto IUU vessels.\textsuperscript{109}

The giving of bribes to avoid enforcement action is also common. A 2016 AU report notes that bribery of MCS officials occurs regularly, citing the case of the Hout Bay Fishing Company’s involvement in rock lobster poaching in South Africa in the 1990s, when fishery inspectors were bribed to not report overfishing.\textsuperscript{110} In Indonesia, interviewees stressed the lucrative nature of bribes relative to low salaries.\textsuperscript{111} Speaking further to the scale of the incentives, a 2017 investigation by Malaysian authorities found that Vietnamese fishers had bribed Malaysian officials RM50,000–200,000 (£10,000–£38,000) per vessel for permits to fish in the country’s eastern seas and a free pass to fish illegally.\textsuperscript{112}


\textsuperscript{108} Authors’ interview with N32, NGO representative, Dar Es Salaam, April 2019.


\textsuperscript{111} Authors’ interview with N4, NGO representative, Jakarta, 17 July 2018.

Corruption is also used regularly to escape punishment for IUU fishing and related crimes.\textsuperscript{113} Indeed, the research revealed that in none of the focus countries are officials regularly prosecuted for facilitating IUU fishing or associated crimes. This is unsurprising as prosecution rates are low even for corruption associated with the most serious crimes, such as human trafficking: the US State Department points to ‘endemic corruption’ in Indonesia resulting in only one official being prosecuted for complicity in human trafficking in 2017.\textsuperscript{114}

At other times, corrupt practices overlap closely with fraud. This can occur particularly in the issuing of fishing licences to IUU operators. For example, the act of ‘marking down’ vessels or registering them as a lower GT enables operators to systematically gain benefits reserved for smaller vessels – activity which, when routinely carried out by a group, indicates the existence of organised crime.\textsuperscript{115} In Indonesia, an official spoke of vessels in Central Java as large as 140 GT marked as less than 30 GT.\textsuperscript{116}

Fraud is also seen in broader licensing processes. One case concerns a fake licensing operation uncovered in Tanzania in 2012, following the discovery of two tuna longliners with fraudulent licences in the EEZ.\textsuperscript{117} These were obtained through at least one corrupt Tanzanian fishery official, working with an agent on behalf of the Taiwanese vessel owners, taking payment through a private bank account.\textsuperscript{118} Investigations uncovered a further 11 forged licences, with at least $100,000 forfeited to the state.\textsuperscript{119} Described as an ‘organised crime network’ by an experienced MCS expert, these officials were also linked to the issuance of forged licences to vessels from the Seychelles.\textsuperscript{120}

Beyond corruption and fraud, evidence around money laundering linked to IUU fishing remains highly limited. On a global scale, the OECD has reported a reliance on shell companies and jurisdictions enabling ownership secrecy, but little empirical evidence exists.\textsuperscript{121} Interviewees’ lack of information is likely due to the failure to apply financial investigation tools to the study of IUU fishing and to the fact that anti-money-laundering legislation in many jurisdictions does not cover this activity. Yet it is clear that money laundering is a critical part of IUU business models.
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– the ability to integrate proceeds into the legitimate economy is what ultimately renders IUU fishing profitable. Dedicated research into the nature and dynamics of the illicit financial flows generated, and the means used to launder them, is thus urgently needed.

**Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking**

Beyond economic crimes, large-scale IUU fishing has been linked to other crimes across the focus countries. Most prominent are links to human trafficking for the purposes of forced labour, although few reliable estimates of prevalence exist. A 2017 estimate by the International Labour Organization (ILO) – considered conservative – counts up to 2 million victims of modern slavery across the fishing and agricultural sectors globally.\(^{122}\) Responding to the scale of the issue, Interpol issued a Purple Notice\(^{123}\) to all 190 member countries in 2017, describing the methods used to transport unsuspecting workers onto vessels,\(^{124}\) based primarily on patterns uncovered in SEA.

The Global Slavery Index and partners have identified six risk factors for modern slavery in fisheries. These include high subsidies, indicating low competitiveness; large numbers of vessels in foreign EEZs, where there is reduced oversight; a reliance on distant-water fishing; large-scale IUU fishing; a low average catch per fisher, indicating low productivity; and low per capita GDP, limiting resources for MCS.\(^{125}\) Across the focus countries, interviewees also highlighted the role of informal recruitment channels, unmonitored transhipment and poorly regulated ports.\(^{126}\) Poverty and economic migration were considered further risks, producing a stream of disenfranchised workers. Labour shortages in the Thai fishing industry were highlighted in particular: in 2017, Thailand registered more than 57,000 migrant workers on 6,700 commercial fishing vessels, with recruitment practices often open to abuse.\(^{127}\)

Evidence of links to human trafficking is particularly robust in the SEA focus countries. Here, numerous high-profile exposés have revealed the plight of those trapped at sea. In 2015, for example, the *Associated Press* published an investigation into slavery in the Indonesian village of Benjina, finding that men – mostly from Myanmar – had been forced to fish 20–22 hours a day,
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and were subjected to violence on board IUU vessels. Indonesian authorities subsequently found that 682 seamen had become victims in Benjina, forced to work on vessels engaged in illegal transhipment, the use of prohibited gear, forgery and double-flagging. The Benjina case was linked to another on the island of Ambon, where 391 fishers were forced to work excessive hours without pay.

In WIO focus countries, relevant cases include a 2014 International Organization for Migration (IOM) study of Cambodian fishers trafficked by the Giant Ocean International Fishery Company onto deep-sea vessels operating off South Africa. Company records and over 200 police complaints suggest that up to 700 men were sent abroad by the agency, while interviews with 31 victims revealed that none had access to ID documents, all had been at sea for multiple years, and all but two endured psychological and physical abuse. Other instances include 75 Indonesian and Taiwanese crew repatriated from Cape Town in 2013, some of whom reported working on tuna vessels for between three and five years without pay.

Indicators of forced labour were also identified on vessels inspected under Operation Jodari in 2018, in particular the Malaysian-flagged Buah Naga 1 and the Chinese-flagged Tai Hong 1. On both vessels there was evidence of illegal shark finning, but the crew also reported abuse, deprivation of food and water, and cramped and unventilated living conditions. As Operation Jodari represents the first time Tanzania has been able to effectively patrol its EEZ since independence, these cases suggest that the scale of the problem may be larger. Reinforcing this, a 2016 AU report noted: ‘There is very little documented information on the scale and exact nature of these human rights abuses ... [with] further work to better ascertain these linkages ... urgently required’.
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Drug Trafficking

A final area covered in the research relates to potential overlaps with drug trafficking. These were discussed bearing in mind the frequent use of fishing vessels in drug-trafficking operations across the so-called ‘Southern Route’ for heroin trafficking from South Asia to Europe via the WIO. In 2016, for example, Seychelles authorities seized 98.5 kg of heroin and opium from an Iranian dhow, which was to be transferred by fishing vessels to Tanzania. In Mozambique and Kenya, too, heroin is reportedly transferred from dhows to small fishing boats that transport it to the mainland. In SEA, fishing vessels are also used to smuggle drugs: in February 2018, the Indonesian navy intercepted two fishing vessels each carrying over a tonne of crystal methamphetamine. Given the apparently widespread use of fishing boats for drug trafficking, it was expected that there would be some convergence between IUU fishing and drug trafficking.

However, no evidence was found of vessels engaging in fisheries violations associated with IUU activity and drug trafficking simultaneously. Interviewees working across the Southern Route noted that most professional traffickers instead go ‘to great lengths’ to appear as if legitimate fishing is taking place to remain inconspicuous. According to one, along Africa’s east coast, vessels transporting drugs from dhows offshore to the coast are mostly ‘legal fishing vessels that engage in an illicit side business’, with ‘no indication’ that they are involved in fisheries violations. However, overlaps were found where commodities are used as part of a barter payment system. For example, connections with drug trafficking in South Africa’s illegal abalone trade are well established. East Asian organised crime groups are known to have forged ‘cash-free’ relationships with the Cape gangs controlling the local drug market, swapping abalone for precursors used to create methamphetamine. A similar example includes live-hatch eggs poached from turtle breeding grounds along the East African coast, which are then exchanged for drugs or cash.

139. Authors’ telephone interview with O21, representative of international organisation, 27 February 2019.
Taken together, the findings illustrate the transnational, multidimensional challenges posed by large-scale IUU fishing and associated crimes across the focus countries. Although in many cases these organised criminal dynamics are clear, they rarely represent what may be commonly imagined as ‘conventional’ organised crime or ‘mafia’-style operations – instead aligning more to a model of corporate criminality, conducted under a veil of perceived legitimacy by ostensibly legally operating entities. This complex, multifaceted threat landscape inevitably poses significant obstacles to the design of effective responses. The remaining chapters of this report consider experience to date in efforts to conceive and implement such responses across the focus countries.
III. Responding to the Threat: Governance Frameworks

In responding to the dynamics outlined in Chapter II, the overall aim of counter-IUU actors must be to convert IUU fishing from a low-risk, high-reward activity to a high-risk, low-reward activity. To do this, states must have in place the governance and institutional frameworks to allow effective disruptive and deterrent action against a multidimensional threat. All focus countries have taken steps to enhance structures and frameworks to address large-scale IUU fishing in recent years. This chapter considers experience in four key areas: legislative and sanctions reform; revised licensing practices; creation of multi-agency task forces; and embracing cross-border frameworks. In each case, it assesses how far action to date has empowered counter-IUU actors to effectively address the dynamics discussed previously.

Strengthening Domestic Legislation and Increasing Sanctions

That IUU fishing remains a low-risk and high-reward activity across the globe is in part a function of weak legislation. This results in the issuance of penalties that often pale in comparison with the potential profits to be gained from IUU activity. Although few recent analyses exist, one 2010 OECD study concludes that, globally, penalties would have to increase up to 24 times to match the profits made from the crime. For this reason, there is a need to strengthen legislation, such that penalties for the most harmful forms of IUU fishing meet the UNTDOC definition of ‘serious crime’ – a four-year minimum sentence.

Most focus countries have taken steps to increase sanctions for IUU fishing. In Thailand, where penalties for illegal fishing were historically as low as THB50 ($1.40), legislation passed in 2015 increased fines to at least THB200,000 ($6,600), while custodial sentences have also been meted out. In Vietnam, the amended Fisheries Law, which took effect in January 2019, increased sanctions for some IUU fishing activities to up to VND4 billion ($221,000) and up to 10 years in prison.

145. Royal Thai Embassy in the Netherlands, ‘Prime Minister led the Cabinet to Visit Samut Sakhon Province for a Follow-up Session to Address Illegal Fishing and Labour in the Fisheries Sector’, press release, 5 March 2018.
Legislation also offers notable sanctions in the other focus countries. In Indonesia, those fishing without a licence in an Indonesian-flagged vessel can be imprisoned for up to six years and fined RBP5 billion ($173,000) and foreign-flagged vessels can be fined RBP20 billion ($661,000).\(^\text{147}\) Those using fake licences face up to seven years in prison and a RBP20 billion ($661,000) fine.\(^\text{148}\) In South Africa, those contravening certain provisions of the Marine Living Resources Act of 1998, such as fishing without a licence, face fines up to ZAR2 million ($137,000) or up to five years’ imprisonment.\(^\text{149}\) Tanzania has the strictest penalties of the countries surveyed: IUU fishing can earn fines of up to TZS1 billion ($435,000) or up to 20-year prison sentences.\(^\text{150}\)

Promisingly, several of these legal regimes place a growing premium on sanctioning not only the captain, but also beneficial owners and companies integral to illegal supply chains. A number of cases in Indonesia have established corporate liability for IUU fishing, as have others in South Africa and Thailand.\(^\text{151}\) Some countries have also made use of asset recovery measures. In 2015, Thai police, working with the Anti-Money Laundering Office (Thailand’s financial intelligence unit) seized the assets of a company based in Kantang in southwest Thailand involved in IUU fishing and human trafficking.\(^\text{152}\) In South Africa, asset recovery is incentivised by the 1998 Marine Living Resources Fund, which reinvests seized assets in DAFF operational activity.\(^\text{153}\) Yet a lack of capacity and resources often prevents a more systematic use of this approach, with provisions unclear on what should happen to recovered assets.


149. 2004 Marine Living Resources Act [South Africa], Article 58.1(b).


Another form of sanction is the destruction of IUU vessels, a policy pursued in Indonesia in what one official described as ‘shock therapy’. From November 2014 to August 2018, Indonesian authorities reportedly scuttled or destroyed 488 vessels, the majority from Vietnam (276), the Philippines (90), Thailand (50), and Malaysia (41), with only 26 from Indonesia itself. The policy has received widespread coverage in the media, leading to Indonesia being perceived as a global leader in the response to IUU fishing; however, it is too early to judge the overall impact of destroying IUU vessels. The fact that a further 51 (mostly Vietnamese-flagged) vessels were sunk in May 2019 suggests that the policy is yet to have a deterrent effect. Indeed, because Vietnamese ‘blue boats’ are subsidised and relatively cheap to build, the punitive effect may be relatively small.

The above developments nonetheless reveal clear progress towards increasing sanctions for IUU fishing. Yet there is also some way to go before the most harmful forms of IUU fishing – those forms of illegal fishing or overfishing that occur on a scale that significantly damages fish stocks and those who rely on them – are uniformly treated as serious crime in line with UNTOC, allowing counter-IUU actors to access the binding obligations UNTOC confers on its 179 state parties. However, in many cases, interviewees observed that implementation of existing legislation is more important than further legislative reform. Indeed, some experts expressed the view that an adequate (albeit imperfect) legal framework was in place; what was lacking was consistent application of available sanctions. These considerations point to an overarching need, when considering old and new legislation, for realistic plans around implementation.

Here, the research uncovered a range of obstacles. Often the complexity of laws and regulations were found to create confusion among officials, as well as the fishers expected to comply with them. In some cases, legislation and regulations lack guidance on implementation, or are unclear or contradictory, complicating efforts to apply sanctions. For example, interviewees in Indonesia lamented the tendency to introduce new laws without repealing the old, stressing the existence of competing laws at central and provincial levels. There is evidence that the administration acknowledges the issue: within two years of assuming power, President Joko Widodo annulled more than 3,000 local bylaws. However, the problem remains salient in the fisheries sector.
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A lack of guidance on implementation also negatively affects efforts to introduce new legislation to disrupt human trafficking in the sector. For example, the introduction of Indonesia’s Ministerial Regulation No. 2/2017 meant that only companies with human rights certifications were permitted to operate in Indonesian waters, with sanctions available for those in breach.\(^{161}\) This could be a key tool in improving labour standards, yet there is little guidance on how the regulation should be enacted, resulting in confusion, including among NGOs wishing to support the process.\(^{162}\) As a result, reportedly only two companies have been certified since the regulation was signed.\(^{163}\)

When considering new legislation, further obstacles arise where the implications for operational activity are inadequately considered. Here, the research highlighted issues around overlapping or ambiguous mandates, with a lack of clarity in some cases over which agencies are responsible for enforcing which law, or with responsibilities divided impractically. For example, in South Africa’s marine protected areas, if fishing is allowed, the responsibility for enforcement falls under the mandate of the DAFF; if not, it falls under the Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA).\(^{164}\) This links in with a broader issue of siloed legislation and regulations, with each area of concern – whether IUU fishing, human trafficking or corruption – dealt with through separate policy frameworks that do not necessarily align. This results in segregated implementation of fisheries-related law and regulations, as well as segregated enforcement action, creating gaps that can be criminally exploited.\(^{165}\)

In addressing these issues, interviewees stressed the need to consult even more broadly on the formulation of new legislation, across the whole of government, and with civil society and the private sector.\(^{166}\) Such consultation mechanisms should be designed to enable legislators to better anticipate drivers of non-compliance, as well as challenges around duplication and implementation. Interviewees also stressed the need to publish legislation in all relevant local languages, and for greater engagement with citizens via educational programmes – for example,
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to address confusion among fishers of laws governing their rights, reducing vulnerability to exploitation.\textsuperscript{167}

The importance of such consultation is illustrated by the Thai response to chronic labour shortages in the fishing industry – predominantly by reducing the time and cost of recruiting migrants legally and registering undocumented foreign workers.\textsuperscript{168} Although the government consulted with the private sector and labour-providing countries, the specific regulations adopted had unintended consequences. In an effort to encourage registration, legislation was introduced in June 2017 that made migrant workers liable to a fine and jail time if they did not register in newly established one-stop service centres.\textsuperscript{169} This led to an exodus of an estimated 60,000 workers in just a few weeks.\textsuperscript{170} By improving consultation, anticipating drivers of non-compliance and deploying public campaigns to encourage uptake and adherence, opportunities exist to avoid such unintended consequences.

**Recommendation 1: Strengthening legislation and sanctions.** Where efforts are made to strengthen legislation, proactive measures should be taken to ensure that this can be easily implemented in practice. Prior to passing legislation, attention should be paid to ensure that new laws do not contradict or stand apart from other legal frameworks, are not passed without repealing earlier legislation, and are accompanied by appropriate implementation guidance in all relevant local languages. This can be achieved by instituting systematic, whole-of-government consultation mechanisms, involving civil society and the private sector as appropriate.

**Reforming Licensing Practices**

In addition to challenges around the design of legislation and sanctions regimes, the research highlighted obstacles to designing effective licensing practices. A lack of scrutiny in these practices was often found to allow IUU operators free rein. To address this, several focus countries have amended existing procedures to reduce opportunities for offenders. These efforts have focused across a range of regimes, from those applicable to distant-water domestic vessels to those applied to foreign vessels operating in their waters.

Reforms in Thailand, for example, have been most far reaching for the domestic distant-water fleet. This has been prioritised in light of the fact that this fleet had been implicated in IUU
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fishing and human rights abuses. Following a review in which the fleet was ordered to return to port, 61 vessels were prosecuted for IUU fishing and labour violations, with a new distant-water licensing regime established in December 2015. This led to a reduction in the number of fishing licences from 76 to 20, with new overseas licences banned pending an improvement in MCS capabilities.

Indonesia, for its part, has transformed its licensing regime for foreign vessels. This reflects its concern over the threat from Thai- and Vietnamese-flagged IUU vessels, but also its desire to build up its domestic fishing fleet and recast Indonesia as a maritime nation. The reforms have seen foreign fishing vessels banned from Indonesian waters, with a moratorium declared in 2014 on former foreign fishing vessels – that is, those built outside Indonesia and subsequently re-flagged as Indonesian vessels. This, in turn, was reported in 2018 to have reduced the fishing effort in Indonesian waters, by boat weight, by an estimated 40%.

While these reforms have sought to strengthen key aspects of national licensing regimes, they have not always been part of a comprehensive approach. Instead, some reforms have occurred in isolation, alongside a broader failure to tackle related licensing challenges. In the Indonesian case, for example, despite the implementation of licensing reforms for foreign vessels, issues within domestic licensing arrangements continue to go unaddressed. Here again, critical issues relate to the divide between central and provincial regimes, with fragmented structures creating a lack of accountability in practice.

These fragmented structures are epitomised by the fact that the central government issues licences for vessels over 30 GT, provincial governments for vessels of 10–30 GT, and district governments for those of 5–10 GT. The system is reportedly sufficiently fragmented and complex that licensing middlemen – chalo – can offer to acquire licences for a fee, sometimes exploiting illiterate fishers. Such systems can allow vessel owners to easily bribe officials at provincial level, where there may be less scrutiny. This risk is amplified where provincial governments competing for investment have ‘soft’ requirements for businesses to set up shop.

Similar challenges around the existence of a fragmented approach persist in Tanzania. Here, the political division between mainland Tanzania and Zanzibar creates unique challenges around licensing and regulation. Notably, Zanzibar and Tanzania have separate fisheries ministries and
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different licensing regimes for vessels operating in their respective near-shore waters. Despite the creation of the Deep Sea Fishing Authority (DSFA) in 2010, which centralised management of the EEZ,\textsuperscript{179} this discrepancy in the near shore creates openings for criminal actors. Most prominently, it allows these actors to take advantage of the weaker scrutiny and oversight in Zanzibar, which is well known: the operations of the Zanzibar Maritime Authority, the body responsible for vessel registration for Zanzibar, were suspended in January 2018 after vessels were caught smuggling drugs and explosives.\textsuperscript{180}

Interviewees had limited suggestions in terms of opportunities to address the accountability gap across decentralised and devolved administrations. This is particularly challenging in a country such as Indonesia, whose 17,500+ islands span an EEZ larger than the Mediterranean Sea. The challenge here is enhanced by a longer-term trend towards further decentralisation: eight new provinces have been created since 1999 and, despite a 2009 moratorium on new provinces, another province (North Kalimantan) was established in 2012.\textsuperscript{181} In Tanzania, while the creation of the DSFA in 2010 was helpful in centralising the management of the EEZ, interviewees were sceptical about further integration in the current political climate.\textsuperscript{182} Indeed, although the suspension of the Zanzibar Maritime Authority triggered the establishment of a joint committee to review all vessels operating under the Tanzanian flag – and although the committee recommended the harmonisation of regulations – little further progress has been made.\textsuperscript{183}

Meanwhile, even where proactive licensing reforms have been implemented, interviewees pointed to a range of challenges. In Thailand, for example, private sector interviewees expressed concern over the impact on the country’s fisheries sector of the licensing changes enacted for both the domestic commercial and the distant-water fleets. Here, they noted that the new regime had the effect of reducing the size of the commercial fleet, forcing seafood-processing factories to downsize.\textsuperscript{184} Similarly, interviewees reported that Indonesia’s licensing reforms had led to a reduction in fishing effort in areas such as Ambon and Bitung, forcing cold-storage and processing plants to close.\textsuperscript{185} If these effects are not carefully managed, they warned, there is a danger that vessel owners will be incentivised to cut costs by other means, such as underpaying crew or adopting IUU practices.
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This links into another set of obstacles uncovered. Here, the research highlighted the potential negative impacts where licensing and other regulatory changes are accompanied by inadequate consultation or unrealistic timeframes. In some cases, this can give rise to issues with compliance or to negative externalities for workforces, where private sector operations are scaled back in response. In Thailand, for example, private sector interviewees complained of receiving insufficient notice to allow them to comply in the given timeframe in a number of cases.\footnote{186 Authors’ interviews with P4, P5, P6, private sector representatives, Bangkok, July 2018.} According to the NGO Issara Institute, the notice period for legislative change in the country is just 15 days.\footnote{187 Issara Institute, ‘Eliminating Human Trafficking from the Thai Fishing Industry’, Series Paper 4, January 2018, p. 7.}

The research highlighted a number of opportunities for addressing this challenge. Most notably, interviewees stressed the need for the institution of a systematic, standardised and active consultative process and, on passage of legislation, the granting to companies of a realistic grace period to comply. Indeed, improved communication with the private sector was held up as having significant potential to reduce the unintended impacts of any licensing or other regulatory changes. This can also help to mitigate issues with compliance and reduce negative externalities for workforces.

**Recommendation 2: Reforming licensing and other regulatory regimes.** Where efforts are made to reform licensing and other regulatory regimes, these should be considered holistically, with systematic, standardised and active consultative processes instituted in all cases to limit unintended consequences, anticipate drivers of non-compliance and provide realistic timeframes for compliance. Where relevant, accountability gaps within decentralised or devolved political systems should be prioritised in terms of further reforms.

**Establishing Inter-Agency Frameworks**

Beyond weak legislation and lax licensing regimes, inadequate coordination and cooperation frameworks among domestic agencies have long been identified globally as an obstacle to tackling IUU fishing and related criminality. Indeed, creating and maintaining the institutional structures to facilitate coordination and cooperation has proven challenging across the global supply chain. In an attempt to bolster such cooperation, a common approach across the focus countries has been to set up multi-agency task forces. This is a model described as ‘an essential starting point’ to effective collaboration by the UNODC and the WWF.\footnote{188 WWF, ‘UNODC/WWF Fisheries Crime Expert Group Meeting, 24–26 February 2016’, WWF meeting report, p. 2.} Across the focus countries, experience to date has highlighted a range of obstacles encountered in such efforts – as well as, more positively, opportunities to overcome them.
While each country’s architecture is unique, the mechanisms instituted to date across the focus countries can broadly be divided into two categories: high-level policy working groups and operational task forces. A multi-agency policy working group is typically a high-level committee guiding IUU fishing policy. One example is Vietnam’s Task Force 689, set up in 2010 as a dedicated anti-IUU body with four participating ministries. Led by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD), under which sits the Directorate of Fisheries (D-FISH), it guides implementation of Directive 689 (2010), on IUU fishing, meeting twice yearly to review progress.\(^{189}\) Vietnam recently established another policy working group, the National Steering Committee, to assist the prime minister in ensuring that the government is fulfilling its objective to successfully combat IUU fishing.\(^{190}\) The precise division of responsibilities between the two, however, remains unclear.

Thailand’s version of a multi-agency policy working group is the Command Center for Combating Illegal Fishing (CCCIF), created in May 2015. Members include a range of agencies, including the navy and the Maritime Enforcement Coordinating Center (Thai-MECC).\(^{191}\) Active alongside CCCIF, Thai-MECC represents Thailand’s effort to create a task force at the operational level. Set up in 2006 and headed by the navy, Thai-MECC coordinates all agencies charged with enforcement of regulations at sea, with IUU one of nine priorities.\(^{192}\) While DOF and the marine police are responsible for patrolling up to 30 nm, Thai-MECC is charged with interdicting IUU vessels in the rest of Thailand’s EEZ.\(^{193}\)

Another operational task force exists in Indonesia’s Task Force to Combat Illegal Fishing (Satgas 115), a dedicated anti-IUU body set up in 2015 as a ministerial task force within the KKP.\(^{194}\) Satgas 115 was later upgraded to a presidential task force, incorporating members of the KKP, the navy, marine police, Bakamla (Maritime Security Agency), and the Attorney General’s Office.\(^{195}\) It has enjoyed high-level political direction under Minister Susi Pudjiastuti and the
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nay’s deputy chief of staff. Its focus extends beyond IUU fishing to cover associated crimes taking place in parallel, with the task force thus looking to ‘mainstream’ understandings of IUU fishing as a convergence crime.

In Tanzania, the National Multi-Agency Task Team (NMATT), comprised seven ministries, was set up in 2015 to tackle wildlife crime, particularly ivory poaching, illegal timber trade and blast fishing, although its main focus soon became blast fishing. Since NMATT began operations, incidences of blast fishing have reportedly fallen by over 90% – the result of a shift in enforcement focus from fishermen to the networks sourcing explosives. In 2018, NMATT became involved in Operation Jodari, a public–private venture with the NGO Sea Shepherd (and supported by FISH-i Africa), which provided its 65-m offshore vessel, the *Ocean Warrior*, to patrol Tanzania’s EEZ. The government provided law enforcement agents – or ‘ship-riders’ – through the NMATT, which included officers from the Drug Control Enforcement Agency (DCEA), the Tanzania Police Force (TPF), the Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries, the Deep Sea Fishing Authority (DSFA), Tanzanian navy (TPDF), and the Immigration Department, while Sea Shepherd provided the vessel, the crew and the fuel.

South Africa, for its part, has pursued an initiative – Operation Phakisa – that does not fit the mould of a multi-agency taskforce, but nonetheless promotes cross-agency operations. Phakisa, meaning ‘hurry up’ in Sesotho, was created in 2014 by then President Jacob Zuma to promote cooperation among agencies and with NGOs. Although not explicitly focused on IUU fishing, officials reported using Phakisa to coordinate joint patrols. In the financial year 2017/18, such patrols involved the Department of Environmental Affairs, DAFF, the South African Police Service, the South African Revenue Service and the State Security Agency, among others. Resulting searches reportedly led to the confiscation of over R40.6 million ($2.8 million), although it is not clear how much of this is related to IUU fishing.
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Since their establishment, the record of many of these task forces has been highly positive. Taking the Tanzanian experience of Operation Jodari as an example, although it ended in November 2018, the collaboration was viewed by almost all interviewees as a highly effective model for enhancing cooperation and coordination.\(^{204}\) In early 2018, during its first patrol, the operation conducted nine inspections on foreign-flagged fishing vessels, resulting in the arrest of three vessels for various IUU and human rights violations.\(^{205}\) The Chinese-flagged Tai Hong 1 was found to be carrying many more shark fins than bodies, illegal under Tanzanian law, as well as keeping its crew in cramped and squalid conditions. The Malaysian-flagged Buah Naga 1 was also illegally shark-finning, and an unlicensed firearm was found onboard – reportedly used by the captain to threaten the crew. The Swabir Jamil was also detained for shark-finning and fishing without a licence. This first patrol led to many industrial vessels fleeing the Tanzanian EEZ – itself a violation, as vessels are supposed to come to port before leaving the EEZ – and so 19 of the 24 longliners licensed to fish in the EEZ were fined.\(^{206}\) An interviewee familiar with the operation described this as the ‘end of industrial-scale fishing in Tanzania’.\(^{207}\) In Indonesia, the results of Satgas 115 were held up as having been highly successful at an operational level, with the task force playing a part in the arrest of many of the 488 vessels sunk for IUU fishing between November 2014 and August 2018.\(^{208}\)

In the course of the development of these structures, however, a range of obstacles has been encountered. These obstacles have been seen in at least three distinct areas: overlapping mandates; unsuitable location of structures within government; and reliance on external parties for resources. In terms of overlapping mandates, experience across the focus countries demonstrates the potential obstacle this can pose in terms of duplication of effort. In Tanzania, for example, NMATT began with a broad environmental mandate that somewhat overlapped with that of another task force, the National and Transnational Serious Crimes Investigation Unit (NTSCIU), which also covered wildlife crime.\(^{209}\) This duplication created a range of organisational issues, invoking the need for deconfliction and coordination at a national level, which was ultimately achieved, with NMATT’s subsequent shift in focus to fisheries crime allowing for such deconfliction.\(^{210}\) However, time and resources could have been saved by anticipating such issues in advance.
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Second, a set of further obstacles witnessed across the focus countries demonstrate the importance of locating initiatives in the ‘right part of government’, with adequate authority to command teams from multiple agencies. Interviewees again described this as a key challenge faced by NMATT, which was originally headed by the Inspector General of Police. Although powerful, the Inspector General was unable in practice to exert authority over other institutions, in order to commandeer the assets required for operations.211 This limited the task force’s impact: only the relocation of the NMATT secretariat to the Vice President’s office endowed it with the authority to run operations effectively. This mirrors Indonesia’s upgrading of Satgas 115 from a ministerial to a presidential task force – providing the authority to requisition assets as required. However, it should be noted that initial political support for an initiative must be transformed into long-term institutional backing; otherwise, such initiatives will be at the mercy of the political climate of the day.

Third, a reliance on external partners or member institutions for consistent and timely access to resources – funding, personnel and physical assets – has been a challenge in a number of cases. Both Satgas 115 and NMATT, for example, rely on member contributions, while the latter also relies heavily on donor funding. Although in Indonesia, the Satgas 115 leadership has been able to persuade members to provide resources in a timely fashion, this contribution-led model has at times not functioned efficiently in Tanzania. Notably, NMATT has struggled to consistently access resources in a timely and consistent manner. This situation has been exacerbated post-Operation Jodari, with the ending of an initiative that was itself reliant on an external platform – Sea Shepherd’s Ocean Warrior.212 Opportunities to avoid such issues exist where task forces can be granted their own dedicated resources to use at their discretion – as in the case of Thai-MECC, which has its own assets, albeit to serve priorities more diffuse than solely IUU.

**Recommendation 3: Designing multi-agency structures.** When designing multi-agency structures to respond to large-scale IUU fishing, those responsible should ensure, at design phase, that these are situated in the appropriate part of government to ensure authority over all constituent parts, do not duplicate existing initiatives, and are granted means to reliably access the assets and resources they need.

**Engaging in Cross-Border Cooperative Frameworks**

Moving beyond domestic inter-agency coordination, a final key challenge in efforts to design frameworks to tackle large-scale IUU fishing and associated crimes relates to the need to ensure effective cross-border collaboration. Indeed, where large-scale IUU fishing involves criminal networks capable of operating across multiple jurisdictions, national action can only go so far. To address this, the focus countries have made a range of efforts to enter into and enhance cross-border cooperative frameworks. This section now turns to their record in doing so.
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In looking to bolster cross-border collaboration, all focus countries have recognised that a first essential step involves ratification of relevant international instruments. Among the most important is the 2009 Port State Measures Agreement (PSMA), which governs use of ports by foreign vessels while encouraging information sharing, and the 2012 Cape Town Agreement, which sets minimum requirements for the safety of fishing vessels longer than 24 m that operate on the high seas and calls for harmonised fisheries, labour and safety inspections. Thailand, Indonesia and South Africa have all ratified the PSMA. Vietnam, under pressure from its yellow card, also did so in January 2019, although there is concern that its amended fisheries law fails to comply with the agreement. Tanzania is the only focus country yet to ratify the PSMA. This is due to the fact that fishing in the deep sea/EEZ is regulated by the DSFA as a Union matter – that is, governed jointly by both mainland Tanzania and Zanzibar - whilst territorial waters remain separate responsibilities. Each government has its own fisheries department, responsible for ports and licensing, and each parliament must approve the PSMA before proceeding, resulting in delays.

The focus countries’ record of ratification is patchier in relation to other international agreements. For example, South Africa is the only one of the focus countries to date to have ratified the Cape Town Agreement. Similarly, ratification of the most relevant instruments on modern slavery in the fisheries sector remains inconsistent. These instruments include the ILO’s Work in Fishing Convention 2007 (No. 188) and Forced Labour Protocol 2014. The latter reinforces the international legal framework to combat forced labour, while the former aims to improve occupational safety – ensuring, for example, that fishers receive workers’ agreements. Convention No. 188 entered into force in 2017, although only two of the focus countries, Thailand and South Africa, have ratified it to date (the latter becoming the first country to detain a vessel under the Convention in July 2018). Thailand, for its part, is the only SEA country to have ratified the Forced Labour Protocol. This inconsistency reflects a lack of international pressure to ratify key agreements, and constitutes a major gap in efforts to respond to large-scale IUU fishing in a consistent cross-border fashion.

Beyond international legal frameworks, the focus countries have, however, pursued bilateral agreements as a means to coordinate internationally in response to IUU fishing. There is insufficient space in this report to review each in turn, but many examples have regional impact. Indonesia, for example, has signed bilateral agreements on combating IUU fishing with Australia (2009), Vietnam (2010), Malaysia (2012), Papua New Guinea (2015), and Timor-Leste (2016), allowing for improved information sharing, training and, in some cases, coordinated patrols.220

At a regional level, meanwhile, the focus countries have embraced further frameworks for cooperation. Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia have done so through the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) – which made combating IUU fishing a priority in 2017, issuing a Regional Forum Statement on Cooperation to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate IUU Fishing.221 This built on earlier efforts: in 2009, ASEAN recognised IUU fishing as a ‘non-traditional security threat’, calling on states to implement a Regional Plan of Action to Promote Responsible Fishing Practices including Combating IUU Fishing (RPOA-IUU).222 In 2015, meanwhile, ASEAN developed guidelines to prevent IUU products from entering the supply chain, in partnership with the Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC), a regional non-binding body whose secretariat acts as the focal point for a Council of Directors drawn from member-state fisheries ministers.223 ASEAN is now actively exploring the possibility of establishing an IUU task force similar in style to FISH-i Africa, aimed at increasing information sharing and communication between the relevant law enforcement and government departments of its members.224

In the WIO, meanwhile, Tanzania and South Africa have embraced regional frameworks via their membership of the AU. Here, a range of initiatives of relevance to the fight against large-scale IUU fishing exist. For example, the AU’s adoption of the 2050 Africa’s Integrated
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Maritime Strategy in 2014\textsuperscript{225} – embedded in the AU’s Agenda 2063 a year later – encourages information sharing and coordination of member-state policies in areas such as marine law enforcement. Another of the Strategy’s goals is to establish a ‘combined exclusive maritime zone of Africa’, maritime border disputes having undermined states’ willingness to implement the Strategy, and a dispute-resolution mechanism having not been agreed on.\textsuperscript{226} Other regional bodies working on IUU fishing to which Tanzania and/or South Africa adhere include: the Southern African Development Community (SADC);\textsuperscript{227} Indian Ocean Rim Association;\textsuperscript{228} South West Indian Ocean Fisheries Commission (SWIOFC);\textsuperscript{229} Indian Ocean Commission (IOC);\textsuperscript{230} Nairobi Convention;\textsuperscript{231} and amended DCoC+.\textsuperscript{232}

Despite their adherence to these frameworks, however, a lack of cross-border engagement in practice has often undermined the response across the focus countries.\textsuperscript{233} In 2012, for example, SmartFish detailed limited cooperation between Tanzania’s DSFA and counterparts in Kenya,\textsuperscript{234} while uneven engagement with regional organisations by members in practice has remained a key challenge.\textsuperscript{235} However, in the case of Tanzania, recent progress has been made through FISH-i Africa – a pioneering initiative allowing national MCS officers to build personal relationships and to quickly share information on suspicious activity.\textsuperscript{236} FISH-i Africa has also made significant
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progress in building cross-border coordination by providing strategic, technical and operational advice to members.

In SEA, although ASEAN members and extra-regional partners interact on IUU fishing at working and summit level, operational progress has been incremental. This is due in part to an approach based on consensus-building among members and non-binding decision-making mechanisms.237 Dubbed ‘The ASEAN Way’, this is often a source of frustration, delaying progress on critical issues.238

More fundamentally, however, progress at ASEAN level has been slowed by a complex geopolitical backdrop, whereby member states conduct IUU fishing as part of strategic calculations over contested maritime territory.239 Indeed, while under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, states may enforce fisheries laws in their own EEZ,240 this is complicated in SEA by disputed maritime boundaries, creating confusion over jurisdiction of fishing grounds. A key source of tension involves China’s claim to all maritime territory within the so-called ‘Nine-Dash Line’, comprising roughly 90% of the South China Sea. China continues to militarise artificially constructed islands to reinforce this claim, despite a 2016 Permanent Court of Arbitration final ruling against it.241

In particular, the use of fishing vessels to stake out maritime claims poses a critical barrier to regional responses to IUU fishing in SEA. To understand this obstacle, a brief overview of some of the current geopolitical challenges involved is required. Notably, both China and Vietnam have been observed using fishing fleets as ‘maritime militia’ to support geopolitical objectives.242 China’s People’s Armed Forces Maritime Militia has been identified by the Pentagon as ‘the only government-sanctioned maritime militia in the world’ whereby ‘militia units organise around town, villages, urban sub-districts, and enterprises’ and play ‘a major role in coercive activities to achieve China’s political goals without fighting’.243 In Vietnam, a 2018 EU briefing note reported that the government ‘encourages Vietnam’s fishing fleet to sail out into disputed waters and provide a maritime-defence function’.244 In 2014, Decree 67 created a $400-million
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preferential loan to equip Vietnamese fishers with modern steel-hulled boats, in direct response to the wooden boats of its maritime militia being outmatched by China’s fleet in a stand-off over China’s HD-981 deep-water oil rig.\textsuperscript{245}

Clashes between the two have become increasingly common. Beijing’s assertive behaviour is held by Vietnam to deplete its fishing grounds, forcing fishers closer to other countries’ EEZs.\textsuperscript{246} Indeed, Vietnamese vessels are regularly arrested in neighbouring EEZs, including Indonesia’s.\textsuperscript{247} Yet defining such incursions is complicated by a further delimitation dispute between the two.\textsuperscript{248} The political will to solve the dispute is undermined by ongoing tension: in April 2019 the Vietnamese coast guard was accused of ramming an Indonesian patrol vessel to prevent the arrest of a suspected IUU vessel.\textsuperscript{249}

The salience of these issues in hindering joint responses to IUU fishing is clear. Notably, the instrumentalisation of fishing activity to further maritime claims has a significant impact on states’ willingness to collaborate. Faced with this obstacle, interviewees suggested that progress could be best achieved through engagement at sub-regional level, through bilateral or sub-regional groupings, which could be expanded as appropriate stepping stones to future regional action.\textsuperscript{250} A good example is the so-called ‘MoU box’, the memorandum of understanding signed between Australia and Indonesia that recognised the rights of access for traditional Indonesian fishers in the waters north of Australia, within its EEZ.\textsuperscript{251}

This is not to say that no initiatives should be supported at regional level. Indeed, further progress at this level is needed in both SEA and the WIO, and at continental level for the AU’s AIM Strategy to be fully implemented. For this to happen, member states will need support for a host of measures, including the strengthening of licensing regimes and building of capacity to conduct sea patrols.\textsuperscript{252} At a global level, meanwhile, the international community must prioritise greater coordination to avoid duplication when supporting cross-border initiatives.\textsuperscript{253}
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Recommendation 4: Bolstering cross-border cooperation. When seeking to bolster cross-border cooperation, immediate priority should be placed on encouraging ratification of all international instruments related to large-scale IUU fishing and associated criminal activity. At a regional level, where obstacles to coordination persist, alternative approaches – including support for bilateral or sub-regional groupings – should be pursued as stepping stones to future regional action.
IV. Responding to the Threat: Monitoring and Enforcement

While appropriate governance frameworks are essential to defeating IUU fishing, laws and structures are essentially useless if not used effectively in practice. As such, all affected countries globally need an effective monitoring and enforcement regime to detect, interdict, investigate and prosecute those engaged in IUU fishing and associated crimes. In recent years, all focus countries have enhanced aspects of these regimes. This chapter analyses experiences to date in two key areas: strengthening detection and interdiction; and bolstering investigation and prosecution. In each case, the chapter considers challenges faced across the focus countries and explores potential ways forward.

Strengthening Detection and Interdiction

Numerous actors along the supply chain can play a role in detecting IUU fishing and related criminality, from officials at fisheries monitoring centres (FMCs) to port inspectors, to customs and immigration officials conducting checks on crew, among others. These actors have a range of tools and methods available to them to disrupt IUU operators. This section focuses on experience to date in three key areas: use of vessel monitoring technology; use of air and sea patrols; and use of port inspections, which together comprise essential parts of countries’ broader MCS regimes. Across the focus countries, efforts have been made to bolster each of these regimes, which are now considered briefly in turn.

Vessel Monitoring Technology

Technology-based surveillance systems are used in all focus countries, to varying levels of success. The most sophisticated was observed in Thailand, where all Thai vessels over 30 GT and all those with an overseas fishing licence are legally required to install and run vessel monitoring systems (VMS). A 24/7 Department of Fisheries (DOF)-run FMC monitors VMS and other tracking data for red flags such as indicators of unauthorised or unmonitored transhipment at sea. If a signal is lost, with no response in four hours, the FMC contacts Thai-MECC, which

decides whether to send a patrol boat. In rescinding Thailand’s yellow card in January 2019, the EU cited the country’s success in achieving full VMS coverage for its industrial fleet.

In other countries, lack of coverage has proved a challenge when instituting surveillance systems. In Vietnam, for example, two systems are in operation: the VX–1700, a high-frequency radio-based system; and the Movimar satellite-based system. Vietnam’s Fisheries Law of 2017 requires all fishing vessels over 15 m to use satellite positioning equipment. Yet, in 2018, the Vietnam Association of Seafood Exporters and Producers (VASEP) noted that only around 3,000 of Vietnam’s 110,000 fishing vessels (of which around 33,000 are offshore vessels) were equipped with Movimar.

Meanwhile, no system, even when fully implemented, is infallible. In the case of Vietnam, the VX-1700 system can reportedly suffer from poor signal and, as a terrestrial system, is vulnerable during natural disasters. Moreover, VMS only monitors licensed vessels and some FMCs only have access to VMS data within their EEZ, potentially making them blind to vessels approaching from the high seas. AIS, on the other hand, can be manipulated and even turned off, as reported across the focus countries. When AIS is turned off, there is little authorities can do, with little deterrent to such behaviour. Stop Illegal Fishing notes that lack of compliance with flag-state
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AIS mandates is ‘generally dealt with administratively and fines, when imposed, are low’.263 Similarly, many IUU vessels may not even have AIS or VMS transmitters installed. In one study carried out by the Indonesian government, of the 363 fishing vessels apprehended between 2014 and 2017, only five had AIS equipment on board.264

Mindful of these challenges, across the focus countries, various efforts have been made to further improve surveillance technology. Under Operation Phakisa, for example, South Africa’s Council for Science and Industrial Research is developing a new ‘National Oceans and Coastal Information Management System’, to improve maritime domain awareness (MDA). The system will use all available inputs, including VMS and satellite, coastal and aperture radar, to enhance visibility of the maritime domain.265 In 2017, meanwhile, Indonesia entered a partnership with NGO Global Fishing Watch to make VMS data on all its flagged vessels public – the first country to do so globally, enabling researchers to better understand IUU activity.266

The latter example points to opportunities highlighted by the research to strengthen these efforts, where private and NGO sectors are able to contribute to enhancing surveillance technology. In 2018, for example, the Overseas Development Institute suggested that private big-data platforms could be ‘extremely useful in addressing IUU fishing ... in the waters of developing countries’, but noted that the scope of databases may limit application – covering only existing data in the system.267 Mindful of this potential, a collaboration between the Center for Strategic and International Studies and technology company Vulcan, Inc. has shown how diverse technologies – such as Synthetic Aperture Radar and Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite, which detects light sources at sea – can detect vessels that do not transmit AIS or VMS.268

Yet a range of obstacles exist in this regard. Crucially, these technologies are expensive and typically require specialist expertise for analysis. Meanwhile, despite the short-term payoffs, use of such third-party systems does little to build long-term capacity. Indeed, sophisticated technology – often provided by donors – is useless without the human resources to use and maintain it. Similarly, although AIS is one of the least expensive systems, Stop Illegal Fishing stresses the need to consider the ‘software and analytical capacity ... required to translate raw
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AIS data into usable intelligence [as] an integral cost ... Without [these] human expertise and software tools ... AIS will have minimal utility to MCS operations’.269

**Recommendation 5: Strengthening surveillance systems.** When instituting new and strengthening existing surveillance systems, sustainability must be a central consideration, requiring realistic long-term planning around ongoing running costs, maintenance and the development of human capacity to sustainably use and tangibly benefit from technological solutions.

**Air and Sea Patrols**

Surveillance technology is but one aspect of a broader MCS system. As one interviewee put it, ‘MCS is an integrated process’, with surveillance technology most effective when combined with tools like air and vessel patrols.270 Yet air capability in the focus countries was found to be limited, with most MCS departments reliant on navy or air force resources. In Tanzania, for example, the DSFA occasionally collaborates with the Tanzania People’s Defence Force and other agencies for surveillance, but more often charters planes through a private company; from 2013 to July 2018, the DSFA reportedly conducted 392 hours of air patrols, with 10 vessels sighted.271

Multi-agency task forces are one way to put such collaboration on a more sustainable footing. In Thailand and Indonesia, for example, Thai-MECC and Satgas 115 have access to the aerial assets of each country’s navy.272 Yet even this is no guarantee of access in the face of fiscal limitations: such patrols are expensive, and reliant on resourcing in agencies with much broader mandates. As such, UAVs or ‘drones’ have become increasingly popular means to conduct aerial surveillance. Since 2018, for example, Thailand has used UAVs to run intelligence-led ‘suppression’ activities and ‘deterrent’ surveillance patrols in high-risk areas.273 However, concerns centre again on the human capacity to maintain these systems, and on longer-term running costs.274

270. Authors’ interview with C13, consultant, Cape Town, April 2019; Stop Illegal Fishing, ‘The Potential Use of AIS as a Fisheries Monitoring Tool’, p. 4; Standing, ‘Criminality in Africa’s Fishing Industry’, pp. 2–3.
274. Authors’ interview with C13, consultant, Cape Town, April 2019.
Complementing air surveillance, sea patrols are another essential tool in interdicting IUU vessels. Again, a wide variety in resources and capability exists across the focus countries. In SEA, Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia reportedly possess large numbers of vessels: Thailand’s DOF reportedly has at least 60 available, while the navy has five offshore patrol vessels.275 Vietnam’s Fisheries Resources Surveillance agency has 92 vessels operating in the EEZ, although only eight reportedly have engines over 500 CV that are able to monitor fishing beyond the EEZ.276 In Indonesia, Satgas 115 has around 50 vessels available to it – on request – and the navy around 236.277 Despite this, interviewees reported that coverage remained an issue, especially across Indonesia’s expansive EEZ.278

Of the WIO focus countries, South Africa has the most advanced sea patrol capability. DAFF has three inshore and one offshore patrol vessel, the 80-m Sarah Baartman.279 However, as in many other countries, the government has struggled to keep these vessels operational, partly due to budget limitations, but also as a result of corruption involved in the award of maintenance contracts, which led to the vessels being out of action between 2012 and 2014.280 For its part, Tanzania was found to have few deployable sea patrol assets, with only the Tanzanian navy possessing offshore capability, and even this capability being limited by concerns about fuel and supplies.

Yet Tanzania has shown that improving offshore patrol capability need not mean procuring expensive new patrol vessels. From January to June 2018, through Operation Jodari, the Tanzanian government used an offshore patrol vessel owned and run by the NGO Sea Shepherd – but with Tanzanian law enforcement on board – in order to control fishing vessel operations in its EEZ. This same partnership model has been used by Sea Shepherd in other countries with limited patrolling capabilities, including Liberia, Gabon, and São Tomé and Príncipe.281

Whatever the assets available, the expensive nature of air and sea patrols raises the importance of intelligence-led targeting. Thailand was found to have the most sophisticated system in this regard, based around a data-driven, risk-based approach. In line with this, all Thai-registered vessels are assigned a formal risk level: those with a high likelihood of engaging in IUU fishing

278. Authors’ interview with IG2, government representative, Jakarta, 18 July 2018.
are designated ‘urgent targets’ for inspection, while lower-risk vessels are deprioritised.\textsuperscript{282} From May 2015 to January 2016, 8,398 fishing vessels were inspected at sea, with 430 instances of IUU fishing or other infringements uncovered.\textsuperscript{283} This risk-based approach also incentivises compliance among operators: if a vessel is moved to a lower-risk category, it is less likely to be inspected, saving time and money.

Across the focus countries more broadly, interviewees noted that external support can be of critical operational value in supporting such targeting. Such support can help to ensure that targeting is informed by cross-border data collection, analysis and sharing – a crucial aspect of successful MCS. Mindful of this, opportunities were identified to make better use of existing law enforcement databases and information-sharing platforms operated by UNODC, Interpol and the World Customs Union.\textsuperscript{284} Further opportunities were identified in initiatives such as FISH-i Africa – which can be crucial in connecting MCS officers at regional level – as well as efforts by SADC to fill gaps in the regional MDA architecture. The latter include the establishment of regional information fusion centres, and a Regional Fisheries Monitoring Control and Surveillance Coordination Centre in Mozambique.\textsuperscript{285}

Some interviewees suggested that joint data analysis and sharing could be further supported through the creation of a regional coastguard. This seems far off, however: in SEA, the proposal for an ASEAN Coast Guard Forum – to ensure cooperation and coordination among ASEAN coast guards and maritime law enforcement agencies – was put forward in 2014, but has seen slow progress since, and there appears little appetite for a proactive regional enforcement body.\textsuperscript{286} Prospects also seem remote in the WIO, with Kenya only recently establishing its own coast guard.\textsuperscript{287}

In this context, the research highlighted opportunities for external actors to support joint patrols and training exercises – both table-top and tactical at sea. However, it is clear that initiatives must be locally driven by countries in the region to ensure ownership and build on existing levels of trust so as to develop initiatives that involve palatable levels of information sharing and exchange. In the past, in the WIO region, the EU has offered table-top exercises for maritime

\begin{itemize}
  \item Authors’ interview with TG8, government representative, Bangkok, 6 July 2018.
  \item Authors’ interview with TG1 and TG8, government representative, Bangkok, 5-6 July 2018; Thai Embassy (Poland), ‘Thailand’s Fisheries Reform: Progress and Way Forward in the Fight Against IUU Fishing and Forced Labour’.
\end{itemize}
crisis management that included sharing information and coordinating responses, while MoUs have allowed opportunities for joint exercises and patrols, for example in the case of South Africa, Tanzania and Mozambique. Given the links with modern slavery, interviewees stressed the need to connect joint trainings on land and sea to identify such convergence crimes.

**Recommendation 6: Bolstering sea and air patrols.** In seeking to bolster the effectiveness of sea and air patrols, realistic appraisals must be made around sustainability and cost, and innovative approaches adopted to ensure effective intelligence-led targeting. A potentially replicable model is offered by Thailand’s data-driven, risk-based approach to targeting. Cross-border initiatives to ensure that targeting is informed by cross-border data analysis and sharing are also essential.

**Port Inspections**

Port inspections are another opportunity for the detection and interdiction of perpetrators. Such inspections aim to detect not just IUU violations but also red flags for forced labour on board. As such, these are among the most important tools in tackling the multi-dimensional threat posed – although, again, a variety in resources and capacity was encountered across the focus countries.

Again, the most sophisticated system was found in Thailand, whose Port-In Port-Out (PIPO) inspections became operational in May 2015. Mandatory for all vessels over 30 GT and Thai overseas fishing vessels, inspections are coordinated by the CCCIF and run by a multi-agency team to target fisheries and labour violations. Again, inspections are conducted in line with risk-based assessments, using a web-based ‘single-window’ system. Online documents are requested two hours before arrival at port, at which point captain and crew are interviewed, via
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interpreters if necessary. Crew may be required to provide iris scans, a form of tamperproof ID introduced by the Ministry of Labour, with 70,000 fishers reportedly registered by July 2018.

According to one interviewee, the PIPO system is designed to prevent ‘the worst forms of exploitation’ on Thai vessels. Such checks – both human and iris-scanner – should in theory prevent fishers from being transhipped or disappeared at sea, as in Ambon and Benjina. At the same time, the web-based ‘single-window’ system makes it more difficult to forge logbooks or manifests, while ensuring that data on a vessel and its catch is uploaded to a single system, accessible to customs, the Marine Department and the DOF. The risk-based approach increases efficiency, while incentivising compliance. At the same time, the rotation of inspectors every two years is designed to reduce the risk of corruption – although there is a lack of information on effectiveness.

In practice, however, concerns have been raised that PIPO inspections are at times insufficiently rigorous, failing to prevent exploitation on Thai vessels. In 2017, Freedom Fund reported that crew checks ‘consisted solely of cursory document inspection, cross-checked against the crew list’. Human Rights Watch has found that PIPO teams do not always carry out physical vessel inspections, allowing workers to be hidden onboard. Indeed, from 6 May 2015 to 8 January 2016, PIPO inspectors reportedly did not find a single case of forced labour among 474,334 fishers. Just seven cases of trafficking for the purposes of forced labour in the sector were investigated in 2017.

Port inspection systems elsewhere were less sophisticated and, notably, mainly paper-based. Such systems are vulnerable to fraud and impede efforts to link IUU fishing with other related
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crimes. For example, an electronic system can be used to link catch data to the tax system, to verify whether a vessel owner has paid the right tax.\(^{303}\) Both Vietnam and Indonesia plan to introduce electronic systems and should be encouraged to adopt the kind of ‘single-window’ system used in Thailand.

Thailand also has the only system involving routine checks for labour violations by officers trained to spot them. In Indonesia, by contrast, the relevant harbourmasters inspect catch and gear used, among other checks, but are not necessarily trained to conduct labour checks.\(^{304}\) Indeed, the US State Department notes that Indonesia does not always follow its own procedures for proactive victim identification, often leaving this to international organisations and NGOs.\(^{305}\)

In South Africa, meanwhile, interviewees noted that DAFF fisheries inspectors are allowed to board any fishing vessel in port but are not trained to identify labour abuses.\(^{306}\) Instead, labour checks are made by the South African Maritime Safety Authority, but they are rarely present when fisheries officers make their inspections. This is particularly problematic in South Africa, as many of the vessels coming into port are part of distant-water fleets from East Asia, and crews of such vessels are at increased risk of being subject to labour abuses and modern slavery.\(^{307}\) The ability to spot abuses is particularly crucial where crew are coached or coerced into lying about conditions; fishers may also lie willingly, to avoid losing a paying job, even if conditions are exploitative.\(^{308}\)

Language barriers pose further issues, with interpreters not always available for fisheries incidents.\(^{309}\) Where inspectors cannot speak the crew’s language, there is a danger that captains will interpret, concealing any offences. In South Africa, interviewees complained that inspectors rarely had the language skills to speak to the captains or crews of vessels in port, or easy access to interpreters.\(^{310}\) One interviewee called for the creation of a pool of interpreters

\(^{303}\) Roundtable contribution by O11, representative of international organisation, Hanoi, July 2018.
\(^{304}\) KKP, ‘Indonesia National Action Plan to Prevent and to Combat Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated Fishing’, p. 18; authors’ interview with O8, O9, representatives of international organisation, Jakarta, July 2018.
\(^{305}\) US Department of State, ‘2017 Trafficking in Persons Report – Thailand’.
\(^{306}\) Authors’ interview with N35, NGO representative, Cape Town, April 2019.
\(^{308}\) Authors’ interview with N17, NGO representative, Bangkok, 5 July 2018; Human Rights Watch, ‘Hidden Chains’.
\(^{309}\) Roundtable contribution by SAG7, government representative, Cape Town, April 2019; roundtable contribution by N35, NGO representative, Cape Town, April 2019.
\(^{310}\) Contribution to roundtable discussion by N35, NGO representative, Cape Town, April 2019; contribution to roundtable discussion by SAG7, government representative, Cape Town, April 2019.
to work ‘specifically on sea issues’.³¹¹ In Thailand, until recently, fishers’ words were translated by the very people enabling their exploitation: their employers.³¹² The country has since sought to overcome this by employing interpreters to accompany PIPO teams and conducting interviews with crew away from the captain.³¹³ Meanwhile, civil society bodies such as Stella Maris, an NGO working with those vulnerable to labour exploitation in the fishing industry, can also contribute by offering a less formal and intimidating context for interviews. Where NGOs already offer this service, interviewees described crew reports as ‘completely different’ to those told to officers in uniform.³¹⁴

One way to address the issue of specialisation – whereby fisheries officers are trained to spot only fishing violations – is to diversify skills and knowledge, empowering officers to identify wider crimes. Similarly, those inspecting for other violations, such as those related to customs, could be trained to spot potential fisheries violations. Some steps towards this have been taken, with growing recognition of IUU as organised crime increasingly allowing attendance at donor-run law enforcement training.³¹⁵ A more focused option involves the creation of specialised institutions. A positive example is the FishFORCE academy at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in South Africa. Set up in 2016 with Norwegian government funding, the academy provides tailored courses to fisheries officers to ensure that ‘law enforcement activities in the fisheries crime field is promoted’.³¹⁶ FishFORCE also provides a hotline, offering officers real-time guidance on cases.

Between 2016 and 2018, the academy trained 398 officers from the DAFF and other agencies.³¹⁷ The FishFORCE model has also been extended to other countries: an academy was established

³¹¹ Contribution to roundtable discussion by SAG11, FishFORCE representative, Cape Town, April 2019.
³¹⁴ Authors’ interview with O18 and O19, representatives of international organisation, Bangkok, July 2018.
Both the South African and Indonesian academies now train visiting delegations. Interviewees stressed the value of replicating this experience, particularly in countries such as Vietnam where, according to one interviewee, since the merging of D-FISH into MARD in 2007, no dedicated educational institute exists.\footnote{Authors’ interview with O13, representative of international organisation, Hanoi, 12 July 2018.}

### Recommendation 7: Enhancing the effectiveness of port inspections

When looking to enhance port inspections, interventions should ensure that those mandated to conduct inspections of fishing vessels are trained to go ‘beyond fish’, with the ability to spot labour and other associated criminal violations. Dedicated training institutions should be supported to diversify skills in this regard, with the FishFORCE academy offering a useful model. In parallel, paper-based inspection systems must be replaced by electronic systems as a matter of urgency, with a potential model offered by the ‘single-window’ system used in Thailand.

### Bolstering Investigation and Prosecution

Detection and interdiction are vital stages in the disruption of IUU fishing and associated crimes. However, effective investigation and prosecution must follow to secure lasting gains against perpetrators. As discussed, all focus countries have increased sanctions for IUU fishing, but these will only act as a deterrent if crimes are effectively investigated and penalties consistently applied.

Overall, the situation across the focus countries remains one where, if intercepted, perpetrators are still unlikely to be prosecuted in a criminal court. For those who are convicted, custodial sentences – even where available – remain rare, with fines more often issued. Vietnam, for example, has been among the least willing of the focus countries to mete out criminal sanctions, with most violations punished by administrative penalties. The country’s last criminal conviction for IUU fishing reportedly came in 2016 when, in Hai Phong, a vessel captain received a three-year sentence for blast fishing.\footnote{Authors’ interview with VG6, government representative, Hanoi, 10 July 2018.}

In other focus countries, the experience has been more promising. Thailand, for example, prosecuted 1,144 cases of IUU fishing between 2016 and 2018, the majority (1,065) concerning...
offences in Thai waters, with a further 79 among the distant-water fleet.\textsuperscript{322} Although there have been fewer relevant cases – owing to a lack of detection of IUU offences prior to the creation of the NMATT and the Operation Jodari collaboration – Tanzania has also shown itself as able to issue weighty penalties for IUU fishing. As a case in point, the Malaysian owner, agent and Taiwanese captain of the Malaysian-flagged \textit{Buah Naga 1} are currently serving 20-year prison sentences for illegal shark-finning, among other charges.\textsuperscript{323}

Ultimately, human factors underscore the successful investigation and prosecution of IUU fishing and associated crimes. Where officers lack the relevant skills, cases are likely to collapse in court. A key challenge here is preservation of the crime scene and chain of evidence – an issue affecting all focus countries.\textsuperscript{324} This is partly because, unlike illegal commodities such as drugs, fish products are largely legal, so evidence must be found in other forms, such as logbooks. The problem is exacerbated by the transnational nature of many cases, including those involving human trafficking. Even where evidence can be obtained, many victims are repatriated long before a case begins, or refuse to testify out of fear of reprisals or stigmatisation.\textsuperscript{325}

Other obstacles identified relate to mutual frustration between investigators and prosecutors. This can occur where prosecutors are unwilling to take on a case due to insufficiently robust evidence or where poor evidence collection prevents prosecution.\textsuperscript{326} Prosecutors, in particular, were described as lacking the training to secure convictions, whether for IUU fishing or related crimes. In Thailand, a further challenge stems from divergent definitions, with prosecutors reportedly unwilling to pursue human-trafficking charges without evidence of use of physical force.\textsuperscript{327}

As a result, in Thailand, prosecutions for human trafficking in the fishing industry are low. Of the 644 onboard inspections conducted by the Thai Ministry of Labour in 2017, and of the 34 labour violations identified, only three cases were prosecuted.\textsuperscript{328} To address this, in March 2018, the Thai Attorney General issued guidelines on IUU fishing cases, including descriptions of charges and sentencing recommendations. However, meaningful convictions also depend on sensitisation of the judiciary on appropriate penalties.\textsuperscript{329} The difficulties associated with prosecution and achieving meaningful convictions mean that often cases are settled out of court. Such settlements are subject to negotiation, during which the alleged criminal offences may be ‘forgotten’ in order to ensure that a settlement is reached.

\textsuperscript{323.} Stop Illegal Fishing, ‘Tanzania Convicts Captain, Owner and Agent of BUAH NAGA NO 1 for Unlawful Shark Finning’, 15 January 2019.
\textsuperscript{324.} Stop Illegal Fishing and PescaDOLUS, ‘Record of the First International Symposium on FishCRIME’.
\textsuperscript{325.} Authors’ interview with O10, representative of international organisation, Hanoi, 10 July 2018.
\textsuperscript{326.} Authors’ interview with G10, representative of diplomatic mission, Dar Es Salaam, April 2019.
\textsuperscript{327.} Authors’ telephone interview with G2, foreign government officials, July 2018; authors’ interview with N23, N24, N25, NGO representatives, June 2018.
\textsuperscript{328.} US Department of State, ‘2018 Trafficking in Persons Report – Thailand’.
\textsuperscript{329.} Authors’ telephone interview with G2, representative of diplomatic mission, July 2018.
Various opportunities to improve investigative and prosecutorial capacity emerged from the research. These include the provision of technical training specific to IUU fishing and associated crimes. Whilst some short-term training is on offer, interviewees stressed the need for dedicated domestic training institutions to develop the knowledge and skills required. Others emphasised the need for closer and earlier consultation between investigators and prosecutors.

Where capacity is weak, meanwhile, the research pointed to the value of embedding experienced law enforcement agents in units responsible for investigating and prosecuting IUU fishing and associated crimes. Such a model has been used in Tanzania to help interdict illicit drug shipments, with international officers acting as law enforcement detachments on maritime operations by the DCEA. This has helped to ensure that officers internalise best practice in preserving the crime scene and chain of evidence. Some interviewees suggested that such on-the-job mentorship was more effective than training, and, whilst expensive, could lead to more sustainable results, including when applied to challenges such as IUU fishing.

Such initiatives could usefully be accompanied by the development of IUU fishing-specific Rapid Reference Guides for investigators and prosecutors – of the kind developed to tackle wildlife trafficking in countries such as Tanzania. Alongside fisheries laws, such guides should detail how prosecutors can use ancillary legislation – relating to corruption, money laundering and human trafficking – which can offer weightier penalties. The potential impact of doing so is apparent in Thailand – one country that has successfully used alternative legislation, in the form of labour laws. In January 2018, a Thai court sentenced two individuals to 11 years each for facilitating forced labour on the Katesuwanrat 11. Another example is that of the Tawariq 1 in Tanzania, for which the captain and agent of the ship were fined in 2012 for pollution offences.

Specialised courts can also encourage consistent sentencing and the use of ancillary legislation. To tackle rampant abalone poaching in South Africa, for example, a dedicated environmental court was created in 2003, in its first 18 months achieving a prosecution rate of 75% – well above the

330. Authors’ interview with TZG1, government representative, Dar Es Salaam, April 2019; authors’ interview with TZG10, government representative, Dar Es Salaam, April 2019.
332. Authors’ telephone interview with O22, representative of international organisation, March 2019; authors’ interview with G9, UK government representative, March 2019.
10% rate in mainstream courts. A former official explained the parallel benefits to investigators, who could consult court prosecutors with expertise on IUU fishing for specialist advice. Although terminated in 2006 – when the court’s workload decreased such that it was deemed surplus to requirements – the current abalone poaching crisis has led to suggestions that it be reinstated. Such specialised courts could also be set up elsewhere, including in SEA. Here, measures are already being trialled to expedite IUU court cases: Thailand, for example, has convened two special panels of judges in the Thai Criminal Court to ensure cases are tried within six months of charges being accepted.

Finally, the research found that capacity to investigate and prosecute IUU fishing and associated crimes could be improved by ‘following the money’ more consistently. Financial investigations are commonly used in relation to other crimes but underused in environmental crimes. These investigations could also help to uncover links with corruption, money laundering and fraud. However, challenges stem from what UNODC describes as a ‘lack of transparency surrounding corporate structures and the associated difficulty in identifying a vessel’s beneficial owner’. This has been seen in cases across the focus countries, including those of the Naham 4 in South Africa and Lucky Star in Tanzania.

Indeed, financial investigations are complex to conduct, requiring specialist skills. As such, their use in relation to IUU fishing depends on both increased resourcing and delivery of tailored capacity building, as well as closer contact with domestic financial crime bodies. Here, a number of promising initiatives have increasingly been undertaken in relation to other environmental crimes, which could be replicated or expanded to consider IUU fishing. From 2017 to 2019, for example, tailored capacity building has been supported by the UK government across Eastern and Southern Africa to bolster the use of financial tools in the investigation and prosecution of wildlife crime – approaches which could be easily expanded to benefit those charged with responding to large-scale IUU fishing.

Recommendation 8: Strengthening investigation and prosecution. Where working to strengthen investigation and prosecution, enhanced training in evidence-collection techniques for investigators should be prioritised through dedicated domestic institutions. Prosecutorial capacity should also be built, with a focus on closer and earlier consultation with investigators. Options to achieve this include: the development of IUU fishing-specific Rapid Reference Guides; the provision of financial investigation training; and, where appropriate, the establishment of specialised courts, whereby investigators are able to consult prosecutors with expertise on IUU fishing for specialist advice.

338. Authors’ interview with N37, NGO representative, Cape Town, April 2019.
339. Authors’ interview with N35, NGO representative, Cape Town, April 2019; roundtable contribution by SAG7, government representative, Cape Town, April 2019.
Conclusions

All of the countries examined have suffered – and continue to suffer – as a result of the multidimensional security threat posed by IUU fishing. In many cases, there is evidence that the criminal networks involved are capable of running highly sophisticated operations to grave ecological, social and economic effect. This systematic, high-volume IUU fishing constitutes organised crime on a transnational scale, requiring a new response over and above the technical fisheries management approach traditionally adopted.

In recognition of this, each country has made concerted efforts to enhance its law enforcement response. In examining experience to date, this report has considered the range of challenges encountered in bolstering legislative, regulatory and institutional frameworks, strengthening detection and interdiction capabilities, and enhancing investigation and prosecution. For example, recent experience confirms that reforming legislation to reflect the gravity of the threat is essential. However, challenges have frequently arisen around ensuring consistent application of new frameworks – essential if a long-term deterrent is to emerge. Further challenges have surrounded the need to base reform on genuine consultation to avoid negative consequences across the chain.

In terms of monitoring and enforcement, challenges have derived from the fact that many recent responses are technologically driven, involving the integration of new tools into MCS systems. When used as part of an intelligence-led risk-based system, these tools offer essential aides in detecting, interdicting and investigating those engaged in IUU fishing. A recurrent issue has emerged around sustainability, however, with insufficient focus on upskilling the human resources needed to operate tools sustainably. Meanwhile, further issues arise around ensuring that human officers possess the breadth of skills required to identify the broader crimes with which IUU fishing intersects.

Through semi-structured interviews with over 100 respondents, a range of opportunities to address these challenges have also emerged. These are highlighted throughout the report, alongside positive progress where this has occurred in particular countries. To ensure progress in tackling the multidimensional threat posed, it is crucial that this real-world experience is recognised and regularly accounted for, with lessons learned translated into updated policy and practice.

The recommendations outlined throughout the report are offered to support this process, drawing on experience detailed throughout the analysis. Importantly, the recommendations do not reiterate global recommendations made extensively elsewhere, which affected countries worldwide have already sought to apply. Rather, they offer specific guidance on tailoring existing approaches, in light of the on-the-ground experience in developing responses in the five focus countries considered. The full list of recommendations can be found in the Executive Summary.
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